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ABSTRACT

The rapid changes in the telecommunications industry are d¡iven
by the accelerating pace of technological innovation, and the ever
more sophisticated communications of the global community. The
Manitoba Telephone System is the crolvn co¡poration that
provides telephone and other telecommunications services within
the province of Manitoba. As a crown corporation, the Manitoba
Telephone System is subjected ro higher levels of potitical
pressure than a 'private sector' company. The present climate in
the province has placed rural service improvement quite high on
the political priority list. Such rural service improvement
programs typically have capital requirements of hundreds of
millions of doilars, so program decisions are rather signifrcant to
the fi.nancial well-being of a telephone company. Of the possible
areas for improvements to rural telephone service in Manitoba,
customers have indicated that the highest priority is the
conversion of multi-party to single-party service. There are a
number of possible program oprions that could be employed to
implement the conversion to single-parry service. Since planning
decisions for such programs are based upon the analysis of
complex interrelationships, among a large number of variables,
advanced methods of analysis of strategic alternatives are needed.
In order to investigate the impact of such policy alternatives upon
the network planning of the Manitoba Telephone System, a
descriptive model of relevant portions of the telephone system
has been assembled using the methodology of Systems Dynamics.
This model has been programmed in DYNAMO to allow
computer simulation of the alternative policy directives.
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CHAIr|ER

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The telecommunications industry is in a transition, turmoil, or oppornrnity stage,
depending upon one's perspective. The rapid changes

by the accelerating pace of

technological innovation, and

sophisticated communications needs

Examination

of

in this industry are driven

of the global community

the ever

more

(FederaVProvincial

Telecommunications Pricing and the Universal Availability of

Affordable Telephone Service 1986, Brock 1981, Beauvais 1984, Communications
Canada 1987).

It

has been said that the telecommunications networks,

highways', are as essential

or 'electronic

to the lnformation Age as the transportation

infrastructure was to the Industrial Age (Forester 1987, Communications Canada
1987). Telephone companies have evolved into telecommunications companies,

providing the 'electronic highways' that carry voice and data communications by
using the constantly evolving Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTNT) that was

originally built to provide basic telephone service.

In Manitoba, the Manitoba Telephone System (MTS) is the crown corporation

rhat

provides telephone and other telecommunications services within the province.
Although telecommunications has historically been a regulated monopoly within

Canada, competition has emerged

in a number of

a¡eas (for example, terminal

equipment and private lines) (FederaVProvincial Examination of
Telecommunications Pricing and the Universal Availability of Affordable Telephone

Service 1986). Universal service
services to everyone

- basically, the provision of telecommunications

- provides the historic rationale for the existing monopolistic

structure within the telecommunications industry (Littlechild 1979, United States
General Accounting Office 1986).

As a crown corporation, the Manitoba Telephone System is subjected to higher
levels of political pressure than a 'private sector' company. Many

of the policy

decisions are motivated to a much greater extent by political pressure than by
technological or economic influences (Langford 1986). The present climate in the

province has placed rural service improvement quite high on the political priority

list. Other prairie telephone

companies have announced extensive programs to

improve telephone service in rural areas, which has increased the pressure on the

Manitoba Telephone System

to make similar improvements. Such programs

typically have capital requirements of hundreds of millions of dollars, so program
decisions are rather significant to the financial well-being of a telephone company.

Since these decisions are based upon the analysis
among a large number

of variables,

of complex

advanced methods

of

interrelationships

analysis

of

strategic

alternatives are needed.

Rural service improvement is a policy area that illustrates many of the fundamental
concepts

of telecommunications policy. The dilemma associated with rural service

improvement is that the cost of providing services in ruml areas is substantially
higher than

in

areas

of higher population density. These higher costs are mainly

the result of two factors: (1) The capital and maintenance costs for the access loop

(basically, wires to the customers premises) are higher in
average distance

nral

areas because the

to each customer from the telephone exchange office is

greater than in urban areas, and the costs

distance, and (2) the economics

much

of these access loops are proportional to

of the switching

exchange offices favour larger offices

-

equiprnent used

in telephone

in

small, rural

thus, the offices

communities exhibit a higher switching equipment cost per customer.

In spite of

these increased costs, the revenues that are available from rural service are lower

than for service

in larger urban areas due to the rating principle of 'value of

service' - which specifies a higher basic monthly rate for exchanges that include

a larger number of customers. Over the last ten years, for example, the rates
charged

in

Winnipeg have been approximately

fifty

percent higher than those

charged for similar service in local exchange areas with fewer than 500 customers

(Federal/Provincial Examination of Telecommunications Pricing and the Universal

Availability of Affordable Telephone service 1986, Littlechild t979\.

The area of rural service improvement includes all aspects of improving telephone
service to rural customers. Potential improvements include: (1) provision of more

trunk lines between switching offices, so that calls between offices are less likely

to be blocked during busy calling

periods, (2) replacemenr

switching equipment with modern, digital equipment

of

older, analogue

- which provides

quicker,

quieter switching, and allows new services (such as call waiting and call

forwarding) to be offered, (3) extension of extended area service

- ailowing toll-

free calling betrveen switching offices over wider geographic a.reas, and (4)
conversion of multi-party service to single-party service. Multi-party service refers

to party lines - where two, or more customers share the same telephone line.
Single-parry service refers to the use
customer.

of a single, private telephone line for each

Of the possible areas for improvements to rural

telephone service in

Manitoba, customers have indicated that their highest priority is the conversion of

multi-party to single-party service. This priority is the result of customers' concerns

for access to the telephone line when they need to make a call, and the lack of
privacy on multi-party lines (Federal/Provincial Examination of Telecommunications

Pricing and the Universal Availability

of Affordable

Telephone Service 1986,

Criterion 1987).

1.2 PURPOSE OF TITIS PAPER

The purpose of this paper is to evaluate alternative policies that may be employed

by the Manitoba Telephone System to implement a program for the conversion of

multi-parry

to

single-party service. Limiting the study

to the provision of

single-party service to multi-party customers establishes manageable dimensions to

the area of sfudy, and addresses the main priority area for rural service
improvement. The priority for this type of program stems from the aforementioned

activities of other prairie telephone companies, the campaign issues of recent

4

provincial elections in Manitoba, and ma¡ket research studies of the needs of rural
telephone subscribers (Criterion i987).

There are

a

number

of possible pro€iram

implement the conversion

options that could be employed to

to single-party service. The two major categories of

programs are: Premium Service and Universal. In a Premium Service program, the

individual customer pays all, or a portion

of the capital

cost associated with

converting his service to single-party. The primary policy decisions relating to this

type of progtram are the level of cost charged to the individual customer. In

a

Universal program, all multi-parry lines would be converted to single-party service

on an area-by-area basis, and the cost would be borne by the rates that are charged

to all customers. The policy decisions relating to this type of program centre on
the timing of the program

- how

it take to conveft all multi-party

soon can the program start, and how long will

customers to single-party service. Program options

within Premium Service and universal pro8lram frameworks comprise the
alternatives evaluated in this studv.

In

order to investigate the impact

of

such policy decisions upon the network

planning of the Manitoba Telephone Systerr¡ a process model of relevant porrions

of the telephone

system has been assembled using the methodology

Dynamics. This model has been programmed
simulation

of the alternative policy

experiments conducted
directives follows.

directives.

of

in DYNAMO to allow

A

description

System

computer

of the model and

with it to probe its behaviour under different policy

CHAFT|ER 2

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

2.1 METHODOLOGY

The methodology adopted
description

in this study is

known as System Dynamics. For

of the System Dynamics method see Coyle (1977)

(1983). The rationale

a

and Roberts er al

for using such a simulation process to model

complex

systems has been desc¡ibed by Forrester (1982, pp. 3-10) as:

Most dynamic behavior in social systems can only be represented by
models that are nonlinea¡ and so complex that analytical mathematical
solutions are impossible. For such systems, only the simulation process
using step-by-step numerical soiution is available.
This modeling technique offers a tool that has been successfully applied in other
policy siruations where complex interrelationships of variables obscure the expected
results

of policy decisions (Hall 1976, Hall and Menzies 1983). This tool is not

intended as an exact econometric model, but instead offers an aggregaæ level

working model of the system under study with the capability of evaluating the
long-term dynamic effects of va¡ious strategic alternatives.

Complex interrelationships are modeled
system

in System

Dynamics by constructing

a

flow diagram to represent the operation of the system. The system flow

diagram

is constructed from the 'cognitive maps' that decision makers
6

have

developed to explain their particular understanding

of the

system, and their views

of the operation of their

part

of the 'causal links' that relate their part of

the

system to other parts. The system flow diagram is constructed, bit by bit, from the

'causal

link' interconnections of various 'cognitive maps',

with the decision makers (Axelrod

A

system

based upon discussions

L976\.

flow diagram so constructed

represents

an excellent medium for

communicating the model to the decision makers upon whose 'cognitive maps' the
model is based. This communication results in further clarification of the modeling
assumptions, as well as a dynamic revision and refinement process for the model.

DYNAMO (Pugh 1983) is the modeling-simulation soft"vare package used to aid

in building a simulation model of the system under study. This package is
because: (1) the close relationship

simulation language

used

of the DYNAMO dynamic modeling compurer

to the system flow diagram (Dynamo offers a

one-to-one

correspondence between the required equations and the elements of the system flow

diagram), and (2)

in the Dynamo language the order of the equations is not

important, thus allowing model revisions and refinements

to be

easily

accommodated.

It is important to consider some of the terms that
common elements

of the modelling

process.

as this one, the focus is on how many

are used in this study to describe

In a Systems Dynamics study, such

of some specific things (for instance, people

or dollars) are in a particular category at

each point

of time in the modei

simulation. To illustrate the modelling process, a simple model

- containing only

one category - is examined. Suppose the single category of interest is the number

of people who are taxpayers in
people moved into, and out

Canada.

It

would be necessary to find out how

of this category. The

source of potential taxpayers is

outside the system being modelled, and might include people who are too young

to work, as well as people who reside outside Canada. What is important to
model is determining how many of these non-taxpayers
each increment

of time. The model

people from the source

will

the

become taxpayers at

uses a control to represent the movement of

to the taxpayer

category. Such

a control would be

analogous to a faucet for controlling water, or a volume adjustment controlling the

sound level

of a stereo set. Similarly, when existing

taxpayers move out

of

the

country, or die, they move out of the category of taxpayers. Another control in the

model represents this movement out of the category, and into the sink of former
taxpayers (who are outside the model). Thus, this model represents the number of
people in the Canadian taxpayer category at a series of points in time.

value for the number of taxpayers is correct, and

if

If

the initial

the equations for the controls

into and out of the taxpayer category accurately reflect real conditions, then this
model should be able

to

indicate the expected number

of

taxpayers

at

any

particular point in time after the initial time. The teÍns: category, source, sink and

control are used in the same way in the following sections to describe the rural
service improvement model used

in this

study.

FIGURE

1

SYSTEM FLOW DIAGRAM
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2.2 MODEL OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows a system flow diagram representing the conglomeration of

the

various portions of the telephone system that are relevant to the evaluation of the

policy alternatives mentioned in the fust chapter. Although this total
diagram is complex,

it becomes more

system

understandable as the major subsystems are

in

individually examined, and the general meanings

of the symbols

diagram are described. The total system diagram

is divided into three major

subsystems:

(1)

Customer Secror,

used

(2) Rates and Regulation Sector, and

the

(3)

Financial Sector. The operation of the total system is best described by discussing
each major subsystem individually. Detailed system flow diagrams for each sector

are presented
used

in Figures 2-4. An

in the model is

presented

alphabetical

list of the definitions of

variables

in Table 1 at the end of this chapter.

The Customer Sector (Figure 2) models the number of customers in various
categories, and the rates

at which customers enter or leave these

categories.

Referring to Figure 2, the larger arrows represent the movement of customers from

the source (representing non-customers) on the left-hand side of the diagram,
through the categories for multi-parry cusromers (NRMP) and single-party
customeß (NRSP). The symbols with crossed lines superimposed on the larger

arrows represent the controls

for

customer movement into

or out of

these

categories. Thus, customers can enter the NRMP category through the conrol for

the rate of multi-pafiy customers entering ß.MPE). Similarly, there are two
possible paths by which customers can leave the multi-party category: through the
10
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control for the rate of mulú-party customers leaving (RMPL) to the sink of former
customers,

or through the control for rate of multi-party

customers converting

(RMPC) to become single-parry customers in the NRSP category.

A closer look

at the operation of the RMPC control aids in the further understanding of

such

movements. RMPC depends on a number of factors; for example, functions (shown

in larger circles) for the premium service policy conversion rate (PSCP) and for
the number converted under the universal program (NCUP), and constants (shown
as smaller, bisected circles) for the time

and

for the

years

of start of the universal program (TSLIP)

to complete the universal program (USPY). Further details

concerning the functions and equations which have been used

to model

such

movements for the Customer Sector are contained in Chapter 3. One aspect of the

diagram which has not yet been discussed
represent information flows;

is the smaller

arrows. These lines

for example, the function for the multi-parry limit

switch (MPLS) takes information from NRMP concerning how many customers are

in this category. If

the number drops to zero, MPLS sends information to the

controls RMPL and RMPC to stop any additional customer movement out of
NRMP (since this category is empty). Small ¿urows, such as these, extending to
the edge

of the diagram, indicate

model. Arowheads,
particular function

or

in

interrelationships with other subsystems

¿urow tails, are shown

in

the

with a label to indicate which

another subsystem the information flows to,

or

from,

respectively.

The Rates and Regulation Sector (Figure 3) represents: (1) the dollar amounts of
the relevant monthly rates that the customers are charged for the various services,
T2
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and (2) the process of regulation

of these

rates by the Manitoba Public Utilities

Boa¡d. The focus of this sector is on the three categories (shown as rectangles in

Figure 3) representing the rates that customers are charged: Single-Parry Rates
(SPR), Multi-Party Rates (MPR), and Premium Service Rates (PSR). Each of these
categories has a similar model structure

-

a control that regulates the movements

into this category (large arrow in), representing rate increases, and a control that
regulates the movements out
decreases. The

of this category (arge aûow out), representing rate

critical factor regulating these rate controls is the information from

the regulatory adjustrnent allowance (REGU) function (shown as a larger circle).

The inputs to this function are provided by the political rate pressure eRP)
function and the total average annual revenue effect (TAzu) function

in

the

Financial Sector, as well as the constant representing system total revenue (STAR -

shown as a smaller, bisected circle). The PRP function takes an averaged view
(average fraction

of

customers leaving (AFCL) function)

of the percentage of

customers leaving the network (using information from the Customer Sector), and

combines this with a random factor

-

which represents the changes in political

leadership over time. Other functions in this sector provide delayed versions of the

rate categories (old single-party rare (OSPR) and old multi-parry rate (OMpR)).
Information from the curent rates and the old rates is used in the Customer Sector

to calculate the periodic percentage increase in rates. Detaits of the functions
equations which have been used
contained

and

to model the Rates and Regulation Sector are

in Chapter 4.
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The Financial Sector (Figure 4) models: (1) the capital investnent required for
conversion to single-party service, and (2) tire total average annual revenue effect

of the program on the Manitoba Telephone System. The focus of this sector is
category that represents the accumulated capital investment

the

for the single-party

conversion program (SPCI). The control which lets capital dollars be added to

SPü - the rate of increase in equipment investment (RIIRSP), takes information
from three constants: equipment cost per customer (ECPC), time of start of
universal program (TSUP), and economies of scale (EOS), as well as the number

of multi-party customers being converted to single-party service (RMPC) from

the

Customer Sector. The equations and assumptions used for this control, as well as

other functions

in the Financial

Sector are discussed

Returning to the SPCI category, the number of dollars

in detail in

Chapter 5.

in this category is reduced

by the depreciation of the equipment - modelled by the control for the rate of
depreciating rural single party invesrmenr (RDPRSP).

Another focal point in this sector is the function for rural single-party net revenue

effect (RSPzu), which collects the information concerning the financial impact of

the various parts of the model. For example, the function for multi-party net
revenue (MPRI) takes information about the number of multi-party customers from

the Customer Sector, and information about the amount of multi-party rates from
the Rates and Regulation Sector, and combines this information with the constant

for multi-party expenses (MPE). The MPRI function then calculates rhe net revenue
effect from all these multi-party factors, and sends the informarion to RSPRI for
summation into the system total. The revenue effects are calculated similarly for
16

the single-party and premium service factors, and forwarded to RSPRI for
summation. Another important information input to RSPRI is the cost of the money

that has been invested in the single-party conversion program (COCRSP). This
function uses the amount of the capital investrnent (SPCD and the interest rate
(INTR) to calculate the cost of capital. Another input to RSPzu is the multi-party

toll

subsidy (MPTS). This function takes the initiat values

expenses and numbers

amount by which

of

respective rates,

of customers for single- and multi-party, and calculates the

toll revenues subsidize these aspects of rural

service. This

information is sent to RSPRI for summation. The function for total average annual
revenue effect CIAzu) produces a delayed version of RSPRI, which is used by the

regulatory adjustment allowance (REGU) function

in the Rates and Regulation

Sector.

The system model that is diagramatically displayed in the system flow diagrams
(Figures 1-4) is described in more detail beginning in the next chapter.
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CUSTOMER SECTOR

The customer sector

of the model

(see Figure

2)

comprises

a number

of

relationships involving the numbers of customers in various categories, moving into

and out

of

these categories, and transfening from one category

equations (refer to Table

to another.

The

2 for complete list) to represent these relationships (in

DYNAMO form) are now presented and argued.

TABLE

2

LISTING OF DYNAMO EQUATIONS USED IN TFIE CUSTOMER SECTOR
NRMP.K=NRMPJ+DT*(RMPEJK-RMPLJK-RMPCJK)

NRMP=PNRMP
PNRMP=øó0o

1, L
1.1, N

L2. C

NRMP - (CUSTOMERS) NUMBER OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS
RMPE - (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF MIJLTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS ENTERING
RMPL - (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF MTJLTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS LEAVING
RMPC . (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF MTJLTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS COI.TVERTING
PNRMP - (CUSTOMERS) PRESENT NUMBER OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS

DT . (YEAR) SIMTJLATION TIME INTERVAL
RMPE.KL=NRMP.K*MPG
MPG=.00ó7

2, R
2.1, C

RMPE - (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF MI.JLTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS
NRMP - (CUSTOMERS) NUMBER OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS

MPG

- (IATEAR) FRACTION GROWTH OF MANITOBA

ENTERING

POPI.JLATION

¡¡up¡.¡ç¡=(IABHL(RMPLTA,AAA.K,-0.1,1.0,0.1)*NRMP.K*MPLS.K 3, R

RMPI-TA=0/0/.0O5|0V.0Lí.0Z.V2il.0321.0421.05VÛ78/J 3.1, T
RMPL - (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS LEAVING

RMPLTA - (CUSTOMERS/TF¿.R) RATE OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS LEAVING TABLE
AAA - (1) RATE INCREASE "TRRITATION QUOTTENT'

NRMP - (CUSTOMERS) NUMBER
MPLS - (1) MTJLTI-PARTY LIMIT

OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS
SWITCH
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TABLE

2 (continued)

LISTING OF DYNAMO EQUATIONS USED IN TI{E CUSTOMER SECTOR
MPLS.

K{LIP(0,

4,4

1,o,NRMP.K)

MPLS - (1) MULTI-PARTY LIMIT
NRMP - (CUSTOMERS) NUMBER

SWITCH

OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS
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USPY=7

TSUÞ2
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*
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5,R

5.1, C
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6,L
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PSCPIA=28002tffi112úß50l675l5Mt45ot425l4Oo

8.4

8.1, T
8.2, C
PSCP - (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) PREMIUM SERVICE POLICY CONVERSION RATE
(CUSTOMERS/YEAR)
PSCPTA PREMIUM SERVICE POLICY CONVERSION RATE TABLE
PSCC - ($) PREMIUM SERVICE CUSTOMER CHARGE

PSCC=515

NRSP.K=NRSPJ+DT*(RMPCJK-RSPLJK)
NRSÈINRSP
INRSP=2500

g, L
9.1, N

RSPL.Ìfl -CIABHL(RSPLTA,BBB.K,_0.1,1.0,0.1))*NRSP.K*SPLS.K

10, R

g.Z, C

NRSP . (CUSTOMERS) POOL OF SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS
RMPC - (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF MULT-PARTY CUSTOMERS CONVERTING
RSPL - (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS LEAVINC
INRSP - (CUSTOMERS) INITTAL RURAL SINGLE_PARTY CUSTOMERS

RSPLTA=0/0/.00s/.01/.015/.02l.025l.o3zLUzl.osB/.a7Bt.r 10.1, T
RSPL - (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF SINCLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS LEAVING

RSPLTA - (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS LEAVING TABLE
BBB - (1) SINGLE-PARTY RATE INCREASE "IRRITATION QUOTIENT''
NRSP - (CUSTOMERS) POOL OF SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMEÈS
SPLS - (I) SINGLE-PARTY LIMIT SWITCH

SPLS.K=CLIP(0,1,0,NRSP.K)

SPLS - (1) SINGLE-PARTY LIMIT SWITCH
NRSP - (CUSTOMERS) POOL OF SINGLE.PARTY

rr, a
CUSTOMERS

BBB.I(=(SPR.K-OSPR.K)/OSPR.K)_rNFR
r2, A
BBB - (i) SINGLE.PARTY RATE INCREASE "IRRTTATION QUOTIENT"
SPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) SINGLE-PARTY RATE
OSPR - ($/CUST0MER/YEAR) OLD SINGLE-PARTY RATE
INFR - (I) INCREASE THRESHOLD FOR REACTION
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3.1 NUMBER OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS

NRMP.K=NRMP.J+DT*(RMPE.JK-RMPL.JK-RMPC.JK) 1,L
NRMP=PNRMP
PNRMP=46600

NRMP - (CUSTOMERS) NUMBER
RMPE -

OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS

(CUSTOMERSÆEAR) RATE OF MULTT-PARTY CUSTOMERS
ENTEzuNG

RMPL - (CUSTOMERSÆEAR)

RATE OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS

LEAVING

RMPC -

(CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS
CONVERTING

PNRMP - (CUSTOMERS) PRESENT NUMBER OF MULTI-PARTY
CUSTOMERS

This level equation represents the current number of rural multi-parry customers
and is central to the behaviour

of the entire model system. It integrates the rates

of movement of customers into and out of the category of multi-party customers
(i.e., the current number of multi-pafiy customers (NRMP) equals the previous
number

of

these customers, plus the rate

of

multi-parry customers entering

(RMPE), minus the rate of multi-party customers leaving (RMPL), minus the rate

of customers converting to single-parry service (RMPC), integrated over rhe time
interval DT). These controls represent the movement into and out of the NRMP
category. RMPE is the control for the rate
22

of multi-party customers entering

the

network from the source

of non-customers. RMPL is the control for the rate of

multi-party customers leaving the nenpork. RMPC represents the control for the
number of multi-party customers converting to single-parfy customers. PNRMP is

the initial number of multi-party customers, at the start of the simuiation. This
number (PNRMP) is derived from MTS sources (MTS 1988).

3.2 RATE OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS ENTERING

RMPE.KL=NRMP.K*MPG

2,R

MPG=.0067

RMPE - (CUSTOMERSÆEAR)

RATE OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS

ENTEzuNG

NRMP - (CUSTOMERS) NUMBER

OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS

MPG - (l/YEAR) FRACTION GROWTH

OF MANTTOBA POPULATION

This equation shows the growth in the number of multi-party customers. The
simplifying assumption is made that the percentage growth in rural population in
Manitoba

is the same as the average population $o\ilth rate forecast for the

province of Manitoba (MPG) (forecast based on 1987 and 1988 population growrh

-

Statistics Canada 1988). The growth

in the number of multi-party customers is

a product of the previous period number of multi-party customers (NRMP.K) and

the Manitoba population growth rate (MPG). This is felt to be a reasonable
estimate

of the actual $owth in the number of multi-party
23

customers, as this

$owth depends upon the gross area wherein multi-party service is the
service offering, and the overall growth
approach

in

is that the growth in rural a¡eas

standard

to

population. One objection

this

does not necessarily match average

growth for Manitoba. The model, however, can easily be changed to simulate
higher or lower growth rates in the areas where multi-parry service is offered.

3.3 RATE OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS LEAVING

RMPL.KL=(TABHL(RMPLTA,AAA.K,-0.1,1.0,0.1))*NRMP.K*MPLS.K
RMPLTA=0/O/. 005/.

0 1/.0 | s / .02 / .02s / .032/

3.R

.042/. 0s 8/.07 8/. 1

MPLS.K=CLIP(0, 1,O,NRMP.K)

RMPL - (CUSTOMERS/YEAR)

RATE OF MULT-PARTY CUSTOMERS

LEAVINC
RMPLTA

- (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS
LEAVING TABLE

AAA - (1) RATE INCREASE

IRRITATION QUOTIENT

MPLS - (1) MULTI-PARTY LrMrT SWTTCH
NRMP -

One

(CUSTOMERS) NUMBER OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS

of the factors that decreases the number of

number

of

multi-party customers

is

the

these customers that leave the network (RMpL). The majority of

customers leaving the network do so because of moving, billing problems, service

dissatisfaction

or other

factors not directly related
24

to the cost of

service

(Federal,/Provincial Examination of Telecommunications Pricing and the Universal

Availability of Affordable Telephone Service 1986). For this model, however, the
relevant motivation for leaving the network is related to price sensitiviry, or more

specifically, to price increase sensitiviry. This factor is modeled by constructing

a

table (graphicatly depicted in Figure 5) that responds to a variable representing the

(AAA - defined in Section 3.6). In

the

first equation (which determines RMPL.KL), this table is implemented by

the

customer irritation with price increases

DYNAMO function "TABHL". A limit switch (MPLS) is used to ensure that the
number

of customers cannot be reduced below zero. The CLIP function used in

the MPLS.K equation produces a value

of I for positive

values of NRMP.K, and

0 for non-positive values.

The rate

of

multi-party customers leaving table (RMPLTA) equation uses the

values shown in Figure 5 to identify the fraction of customers leaving the network

in relation to the value of the irritation variable (AAA - defined in Section

In simple

3.6).

terrns, the more that telephone rates increase faster than the threshold

rate, the more customers will elect to leave the network. Studies

of

rapidly

increasing local telephone service rates after industry deregulation

in the United

States have demonstrated that the demand elasticity

access is very

for telephone

small (Park and Mitchell 1987). This price elasticity has been decreasing with
higher telephone penetration levels, and the growing perception of telephone service
as a necessity. Two other factors that reduce the potential impact

are the small proportion

of

telephone expenses (0.28vo

of price

increases

household disposable income being allocated to

in Winnipeg in 1984, and may be slightly higher or
25
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Iower in rural areas) and the established trend of telephone rates increasing much
more slowly than the Consumer Price Index. The values presented in the RMPLTA

table are derived from estimates of the price elasticity of residential demand for

local telephone service in Canada. For example,
year, the value

if

the rates doubled within one

of AAA (see Section 3.6) would be .97, and the fraction of

customers leaving per year would be slightly less than

Examination

of

.1

(Federal/Provincial

Telecommunications Pricing and the Universal Availability of

Affordable Telephone Service 1986).

3.4 RATE OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS CO}IVERTING

RMPC.KL:CLIP(PSCP.K,NCUP.KruSPY,TSUP,TIME.K)*MPLS.K

5,R

USPY=7
TSUP=2

RMPC -

(CUSTOMERSÆEAR) RATE OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS
CONVERTTNG

PSCP - (CUSTOMERSÆEAR) PREMIUM SERVICE POLICY COI.IVERSION
RATE

NCUP - (CUSTOMERS) NLTMBER

COIn/ERTED UNDER LTNTVERSAL

PROGRAM

USPY - (YEAR)
TSUP -

YEARS TO COMPLETE UNWERSAL PROGRAM

(YEAR) TIME OF START OF UNTVERSAL PROGRAM

MPLS - (1) MULTI-PARTY LIMIT SWITCH
27

This equation represents the number of multi-party customers converting

to

single-party service (RMPC), and thus no longer being multi-party customers.

There are two possible major variables that govern this rate: premium service

policy conversion rate (PSCP), and the numbe¡ converted under the universal
progam (NCUP). PSCP represents the expected number of conversions per year
due to a premium service program, such as the existing program. NCUp

Section 3.5) represents the number converting per year under
single-party conversion policy. The time

a

of the start of the universal

(see

universal

program

(TSUP) is the point in time that the single-party conversion program switches from

premium service to universal (N/[TS 1988). This a¡rangement allows experiments

to be run with universal programs beginning at various future dates. The equation
also contains a

limit switch (MPLS) to avoid reducing the number of multi-party

customers below zero.

3.5 I.TIJMBER TO BE COI.IVERTED UNDER LN'TTVERSAL PROGRAM

NCUP.K=NCUP.J+DT*PULSE(NRMP.JiDT,TSUP,1E6)

6,L

NCUP=0

NCUP -

(CUSTOMERS) NUMBER CO}ryERTED UNDER UMVERSAL
PROGRAM

TSUP NRMP -

(YEAR) TIME OF START OF UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
(CUSTOMERS) NUMBER OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS

28

The level equation for the number converted under the universal program (NCUP)

is initially set to

zero, and remains

at

zero until the time that

a universal

conversion program is initiated CISUP). The PLILSE function, which is in effect

only at time TSUP, then increments NCUP by the number of multi-party customers

(NRMP) at that time. Thus, NcuP is set to NRMP ar rime TSUP, since all
remaining multi-party customers are to be converted to single-party service by

universal program. The level thereby established

for NCUP

remains

duration of the simulation. Although the actual number converted

for

a

the

wiil vary from

year to year according to the specifrc locations being converted, a single number

for NCUP is a realistic modeling assumption since the planning goal for each year

will

average NCUP divided by the number

program (USPY)
customers

of

years

to complete the universal

for the duration of the progrcm. should more multi-patty

join the network during the universal program, the target time (TSUP

+ USPY) for completion of the program will be exceeded. Since the growth in
number

of multi-party

customers

the

is proportionately so small, this situation will

have only a marginal effect on the simulation results. This represents a view of the
management

of major programs that is evident in planning many such programs.

For example, the French experience with Videotex includes free distribution of
Minitel terminals to subscribers. The target of one Minitel terminal per three main
telephone lines in France by 1990 is being addressed by scheduling the installation

of

1.5 million Minitel terminals per year Fourier and Carie 1987). Thus, for

a

universal program in Manitoba, a taÍget of approximately NCUpruSpy conversions

per year is expected.

29

3.6 MULTI-PARTY IRRITATION QUOTTENT

AAA.K=(MPR.K_OMPR.K)/OMPR.K)_INFR

7,A

INFR=.03

AAA - (1) RATE TNCREASE TRRTTATTON QUOTTENT
MPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) MULTI-PARTY RATE
OMPR - ($/CUSTOMER/TEAR) OLD MULTI-PARTY RATE

rNFR - (1) TNCREASE THRESHOLD

FOR REACTTON

This equation constructs the variable that models customer i:ritation with price
increases (AAA). This

is simply the relative increase in price with respect to

the

old multi-party rate (OMPR), with the increase threshold for reaction (INFR)
subtracted. The threshold rate is based on the assumption that customers

notice, or

will not

will at least tolerate, a three percent real price increase without

being

irritated enough to begin dropping off the nerwork (McKinsey 19SB).

3.7 PREMITIM SERVICE CO}N/ERSION RATE

PSCP.K=TABHL(PSCPTA,PSCC,0,800,100)
PS

S,A

CPTA= 2800 2,AA0 / nN / 850/ 67 5 / sN / 450/ 42sI 4N

PSCC=S15

PSCP - (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) PREMruM SERVICE POLICY CO¡N/ERSION
RATE
30

PSCPTA - (CUSTOMERSÆEAR) PREMruM SERVICE POLICY CONVERSION

RATE TABLE

PSCC - ($) PREMruM SERVICE

CUSTOMER CIIARGE

This equation uses a table (PSCPTA) to estimate the number of customers who
would choose to convert from multi-party service to single-parry service during
each period þremium service policy conversion rate

-

PSCP), according

to

the

amount of the premium service customer charge (PSCC). This program had been

in operation for a number of years at MTS, so there has been some historic
validity analysis possible at the

$5CÐ charge

customer information (MTS 1987a). Prior

to

level, using MTS premium service
1982, this conversion was available

for actual construction costs (generally higher than 9500), so that the slope of

curve (shown

in

Figure

6) for

the

PSCC charge levels above $500 has been

determined from the pre-1982 conversion history (MTS 1987a). A market research

report (Criterion 1987) has provided the basis for estimating the values for PSCC
at the lower charge levels between $0 and $500.

The table shown in Figure 6 is based upon this inforrnation. Beyond the range
presented

in this table,

values cannot be supported within reasonable levels of

confidence. The extension

of the upper values for inputs outside the range of

the

table is therefore estimated to remain at the level shown for PSCC of $800. based

on the convergence noted in the curve.
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3.8 POOL OF SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS

NRSP.K=NRSP.J+DT*fr.MPC.JK-RSPL.JK)

9.L

NRSP=INRSP
INRSP=2500

NRSP -

(CUSTOMERS) POOL OF STNGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS

RMPC -

(CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS
CONIVERTING

RSPL -

(CUSTOMERSÆEAR) RATE OF SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS

LEAVING

INRSP - (CUSTOMERS) IMTIAL RURAL SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS

This level equation of the number of rural single-parry customers (NRSP) that have
been converted from multi-party service (equation #1) integrates the movements of

customers

into and out of this category. The rate of multi-party

customers

converting (RMPC) represents the number of multi-party customers converting to
single-party customers. The rate

of single-party

customers leaving (RSPL)

is

the

rate of new single-parry customers leaving the network. These rates represent the

movement

of

customers

into and out of the category of rural

single-party

customers. Since the marginal effects of multi- to single-party conversion strategies

are being evaluated, only the single-party customers that have converted from
multi-party service are considered in this model. The initiai number of such new
single-party customers (INRSP)

is

based upon information about present MTS

premium service customers (MTS 1987a).
)J

3.9 RATE OF SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS LEAVING

RSPL.KL=(TABHL(RSPLTA,BBB.K,-0.

1,

1.0,0. 1 )) *NRSP.KxSPLS.K

RS PLTA=ÐiOI. 005/.0 1 /. 0 t 5 I .OZ / .02s/ .032/ .Mz /.0s 8/. 07 8/.

10,R

1

SPLS.K=CLIP(0,1,0,NRSP.K)
RSPL -

11,4

(CUSTOMERSATEAR) RATE OF SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS

LEAVING
RSPLTA

- (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS
LEAVING TABLE

BBB - (1) SINGLE-PARTY

RATE INCREASE IRRITATION QUOTIENT

SPLS - (1) SINGLE-PARTY LIMIT SWITCH
NRSP -

(CUSTOMERS) POOL OF STNGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS

One of the factors that decreases the number of single-party customers (analogous

to the previous discussion of multi-party customers

-

Section 3.3) is the number

of these customers that leave the net'¡¡ork. This factor is modeled for single-pany
customers by constructing a table (graphically depicted

in Figure 7) that

responds

to a variable (BBB - defined in Section 3.10) representing the customer irritation
with price increases. A limit switch (SPLS) is used to ensure that the number of
customers cannot be reduced below zero. The operation

of SPLS is

analogous to

MPLS (described in Section 3.3).

The table shown

in Figure 7

leaving the network

in

identifies the response

relation to the value
34

of single-party customers

of the irritation

variable (BBB -

defined

in Section 3.10). The

assumptions and operations

of this set of equations

and this table is analogous to those describ€d for multi-party customers in Section

3.10 SINGLE-PARTY IRRITATION OUOTIENT

BBB.K=((SPR.K_OSPR.K)/OSPR.K)_INFR t2,A
BBB - (1) SINGLE-PARTY RATE INCREASE IRRITATION QUOTIENT
SPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) STNGLE.PARTY RATE
OSPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) OLD SINGLE-PARTY RATE

INFR - (1) INCREASE

THRESHOLD FOR REACTION

This equation constructs the variable (BBB) that models single-party customer
irritation with price increases. The operation of this equation is analogous to that

of AAA, described in Section

3.6.
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CHAFrTER 4

RATES AND REGULATTON SECTOR

The rates and regulation sector (see Figure 3) is the part of the model that contains

relationships between the rates charged

for different

services, the process of

changing these rates, and the political and regulatory pressures on them. The
assumptions and representative DYNAMO equations are now presented

TABLE

3

LISTING OF DYNAMO EQUATIONS USED IN
TFIE RATES AND REGULATION SECTOR

MPR.K=MPRJ+DT*@MPRJK-LMPRJK)
MPR=IMPR
IMPR=72.42
MPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) MULTI-PARTY RATE

13. L
13.1, N

ß.2,

C

EMPR - ($rcUSTOMER/YEAR/TEÁR) INCREASE IN MTJLTI-PARTY RATE
LMPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR) DECREASE IN MULTI-PARTY RATE
IMPR . (SrcUSTOMER/YEAR) INITIAL MI.JLTI-PARTY RATE

EMPR.KI-CLIP(MPR.K*REGU.KO"RFÆU.K,O) 14, R
EMPR - (S/CUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR) INCREASE IN MIJLTI-PARTY RATE
MPR - ($/CUSTOMERtrEAR) MIJLTI-PARTY RATE
REGU - (I/YEAR) RECULATORY ADJUSTMENT ALLOWANCE

LMPR.KL=CLIP(0,MPR.K+REGU.K,REGU.K,0) 15, R
LMPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR aEAR) DECREASE IN MULTI-PARTY RATE
MPR - (SiCUSTOMER/YT.ÁR) MULTI-PARTY RATE
REGU - (l/YEAR) REGULATORY ADJUSTMENT ALLOV/ANCE

RFGU.K=.CTARI.IISTAR)-PRP.K
STAR=3.7687E8

16, A
16.1,

RECU - (IATEAR) REGULATORY ADJUSTMENT ALLOV/ANCE
TARI . (S/YEAR) TOTAL AVERAGE ANNUAL REVENI.IE EFFECT
STAR . ($) SYSTEM TOTAL REVENUE

PRP

- (l/TEAR) POLITICAL RATE

PRESSITRE

37

in detail.

TABLE 3 (continued)
LISTING OF DYNAMO EQUATIONS USED IN
TFIE RATES AND REGULATION SECTOR
PRP.K=AFCL.K*SAMPI-E(((NOISE0+.5)*RFS),4,0)

RFS=0
PRP - (I/YEAR) POLITICAL RATE PRESST]RE
AFCL - (I/YEAR) AVERAGE FRACTION OF CUSTOMERS
RFS - (1) RANDOM FACTOR STIVITCH

17, A

l?.1. C
LEAVTNG

AFCL.K=SMOOTH((RMPLJK+RSPLJK)/(NRMP.K+NRSp.K)),1)

18, A

AFCL - (I/YEAR) AVERAGE FRACTION OF CUSTOMERS LEAVING
RMPL - (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF MTJLTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS
RSPL - (CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF SINGLE.PARTY CUSTOMERS
NRMP - (CUSTOMERS) NUMBER OF MTJLTI.PARTY CUSTOMERS
NRSP -

LEAVING
LEAVING

(CUSTOMERS) POOL OF SINGI.E-PARTY CUSTOMERS

SPR.K=SPRJ+DT*(ESPRJK-LSPRJK)
SPR=ISPR
ISPR=95.22
SPR

19, L
19.1, N

tg.Z, C

- ($/CUSTOIv{ER/YEAR) SINGLE-PARTY RATE
ESPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR) INCREASE IN STNGLE.PARTY RATE
LSPR - (S/CUSTOMER/YEARA'EAR) DECREASE IN SINGLE-PARIY RATE

ISPR - ($rcUSTOMER/YEAR)

INITTAL SINGLE-PARTY RATE

ESPR.KL=CLP(SPR.K*REGU.K,0ßEGU.K0)

20, R

ESPR . (SÆUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR) INCREASE IN SINCLE-PARTY RATE
SPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) SINGLE-PARTY RATE
REGU . (I/YEAR) REGULATORY ADJUSTMENT ALLOWANCE

LSPR.

KL--cLrp( 0,SpR. K*REG U. K"REG U.K,0)

LSPR - (S/CUSTOMER/AEAR/TEAII)

sPR

21, R
DECREASE IN SINGLE-PARTY RATE

- ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) SINGLE-PARTY RATE

RECU . (I/YEAR)

REGULATORY ADJUSTMENT ALLOWANCE

PSR.K=PSRJ+DT'*(EPSRJK-LPSRJK)
PSR=37.2
PSR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) PREMIUM SERVICE RATE

22, L
22.1. N

EPSR - ($/CUSTOMERtrEAR/YEAR) INCREASE IN PREMIUM SERVICE RATE
LPSR . (S/CUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR) DECREASE IN PREMIUM SERVICE RATE

EPSRKI-{LIP(PSR.K*REGU.K,O"R.EGU.K,O) 23, R
EPSR - ($/CUSTOMERÆEAR/YEAR) INCREASE IN PREMTUM sERvIcE RATE
PSR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) PREMITJM SERVICE RATE
REGU - (l/YEAR) REGULATORY ADJUSTMENT ALLOWANCE

LPSR.KL=CLIP(0"PSR.K*REGU.KßEGU.K,0) 24, R
LPSR - (S/CUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR) DECREASE IN PREMIUM SERVICE
PSR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) PREMIUM SERVICE RATE
RECU - (I/YEAR)

REGULATORY ADJUSTMENT ALLOWANCE

OMPR.K=OMPRJ+DT*PULSE((MPRJ-OMPRÐ,1,1)/DT

OMPR=MPR
OMPR - (SrcUSTOMER/TEAR) OLD MULTI-PARTY RATE
MPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) MULTI-PARTY RATE

OSPR.K=OSPRJ+DT*PIJLSE((SPRJOSPRJ),1,1)/DT

OSPR=SPR
OSPR -

(S/CUSTOMER/YEAR) OLD SINCLE-PARTY R-A,TE

SPR - ($rcUSTOMER/YEAR)

SINGLE-PARTY RATE

38

25, L
25.1, N

26. L
nÁ
26.1,

N

RATE

4.1 MULTI-PARTY RATES

MPR.K=MPR.J+DT*(EMPR.JK-LMPR.JK)

13.L

MPR=IMPR
IIvfPR=72.42

MPR - ($iCUSTOMER/YEAR)

MULTI-PARTY RATE

EMPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR) INCREASE IN MULTT-PARTY RATE
LMPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR/TEAR)

DECREASE IN MULTI-PARTY RATE

IMPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) INTIIAL MULT-PARTY RATE
This equation sets the multi-party rate (MPR.K) for each time division according

to the previous rate (MPR.J), plus (minus) the increase (decrease) atlowed by

the

Manitoba Public Utilities Board. The initial value (IMPR) represenrs rhe average

rate

of

$72.42 for this service, as listed

in the General Tariff of the Manitoba

Telephone System (MTS 1987b).

EMPR.KL=CLIP(MPR.K*REGU.K,0,REGU.K,0)

14,R

EMPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEARATEAR) INCREASE IN MULTI-PARTY RATE

MPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

MULTI-PARTY RATE

REGU - (l/YEAR) REGULATORY ADJUSTMENT

39

ALLOWANCE

The increase

in multi-party rate (EMPR) is set to the existing rate (MPR) times

the fractional increase allowed by the regulator (REGU), if the
adjusrnent allowance is positive, otherwise there

is no

regulatory

increase allowed. This

equation allows the model to respond to increases in rates charged for multi-party
service.

4.3 DECREASE IN MULTI-PARTY RATE

LMPR. KL=CLP(0,MPR.K*REGU. K,REGU. K,0)

LMPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR)

MPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

15,R

DECREASE IN MULTI-PARTY RATE

MULTI-PARTY RATE

REGU - (l/YEAR) REGULATORY ADruSTMENT

ALLOWANCE

This rate computes the amount by which the multi-party rate may be
(LMPR),

if

reduced

the regulatory adjustment allowance is negative, otherwise there is no

decrease allowed. This equation allows the model to respond to fractionai decreases

in rates charged for multi-parfy service.

4.4 REGULATORY ADJUSTMENT ALLOWANCE

REGU. K=-

([ARI.

IVS TAR) -PRP.

K

16,A

STAR=3.7687E8
40

REGU - (1/rEAR)

TARI - ($/TEAR)

REGULATORY ADJUSTMENT ALLOWANCE

TOTAL AVERAGE ANNUAL REVENI.]E EFFECT

STAR - ($) SYSTEM TOTAL REVENUE

PRP - (1^rEAR) POLITICAL
In this section, the fractional

RATE PRESSURE

increase allowed

by the regulator (REGU)

is

calculated. The negative representation of revenue effects, as a percentage of total
system revenue, is used to model the economic pressures for rate adjustments. For

s¡ample,

if the revenue effects GARI) of a particular program, at a certain time

in the simulation, are negative and are ten percent of the total system revenue,
(STAR) then this part of the equation wiil indicate a required rate increase of ten
percent.

In opposition to the economic rate increase

requirement

is the political rate

pressure (PRP). Increased political rate pressure decreases the allowance

increases by means

for rate

of the negative sign for this quantity in the equation. The

total annual revenue (STAR) for MTS as indicated in the 1986-87 MTS annual
report (MTS 1987c) is taken as a reasonable base for the calculation.

4.5 POLITICAL RATE PRESSURE

PRP.

K=AFCL. Kx S AMPLE

((

(NOIS

E 0 +. 5 ) * RFS ),4,

RFS=0

4l

0)

T7,A

PRP - (IÆEAR) POLITICAL

RATE PRESSURE

AFCL - (l/YEAR) AVERAGE FRACTION OF CUSTOMERS LEAVING

RFS - (1) RANDOM FACTOR

SWTTCH

This equation caiculates the political rate pressure (PRP) based upon the average
fraction of customers leaving the network (AFCL), multiplied by a random factor

that is sampled every four years to represent fluctuations in the ideology of the

political party in power, with four years representing the normal length of time
benreen elections. NOISEQ

is a DYNAMO

function that generates random

numbers between -.5 and +.5 with a uniform probability distribution.

to give a multiplier of
pressure

-

0 (no political

between

pressure) and

It is ser, here,

1 (full political

i.e., the full effect of the fraction of customers leaving the system is

utilized to prevent further regulatory rate increases). The random factor (RFS) can

be experimentally varied to model different assumptions of intensity of political
concern.

4.6 AVERAGE FRACTION OF CUSTOMERS LEAWNG

AFCL.K=SMOOTH(((RMPL.JK+RSpL.JK)/(NRMP.K+NRSp.K)),

AFCL - (l/YEAR) AVERAGE

1

)

18,4

FRACTTON OF CUSTOMERS LEAVING

RMPL - (CUSTOMERSÆEAR)

RATE OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS

LEAVING

42

RSPL - (CUSTOMERS/YEAR)

RATE OF SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS

LEAVING

NRMP - (CUSTOMERS) NUMBER
NRSP -

OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS

(CUSTOMERS) NEW SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS

The fraction of customers leaving the network (AFCL) is calculated by adding the
multi-parry customers leaving (RMPL) to the single-parry customers leaving (RSPL)
and dividing by the sum

(NRMP+NRSP).

of the rural multi- and single-party customer

categories

A delay (SMOOTÐ is inroduced to allow for the effects to be

calculated and recognized by the public.

4.7 SINGLE-PARTY RATES

S

PR.K=S PR.J+DT* (ESPR.JK-LSPR.JK)

L9,L

SPR=ISPR
ISPR=95.22

SPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

SINGLE-PARTY RATE

ESPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR) INCREASE IN SINGLE-PARTY RATE

LSPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR)

DECREASE IN SINGLE-PARTY RATE

ISPR - ($/CUSTOMERÆEAR) IMTIAL

SINGLE-PARTY RATE

This equation sets the single-pafiy rate (SPR.K) for each time division according

to the previous rate (SPR.), plus (minus) the increase (decrease) allowed by
43

the

of

895.22 represents the average rare for this

service, as listed in the General Tariff

of the Manitoba Telephone System (MTS

regulator. The initial value (ISPR)

1987b).

4.8 INCREASE

IN SINGLE-PARTY RATE

ESPR.KL=CLP(SPR.K*REGU.K,0,REGU.K,0)

20,R

ESPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR) INCREASE IN SINGLE-PARTY RATE

SPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

SINGLE-PARTY RATE

REGU - (l/YEAR) REGULATORY ADJUSTMENT ALLOV/ANCE

The increase in the single-party rate (ESPR) is set to the existing rate (SPR) times

the increase allowed by the regulator (REGU),

if the regulatory

adjusûrienr

allowance is positive, otherwise there is no increase allowed. This equation allows

the model to respond to increases in rates charged for single-party service.

4.9 DECREASE IN SINGLE-PARTY RATE

LSPR.KL=CLIP(0,SPR.K*REGU.K,REGU.K,0)

21,R

LSPR - ($/CUSTOMER/TEAR/YEAR) DECREASE IN SINGLE-PARTY RATE

SPR . ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

SINGLE-PARTY RATE

REGU - (l/YEAR) REGULATORY ADruSTMENT
M

ALLOV/ANCE

This rate computes the amount by which the single-party rate may be reduced
(LSPR),

if

the regulatory adjustment allowance is negative, otherwise there is no

decrease ailowed. This equation allows the modei

to respond to decreases in rates

charged for single-party service.

4.10 PREMIUM SERVICE RATES

PS

R.K=PSR. J+DT* (EPS R.JK-LPSR. JK)

22,R

PSR=37.2

PSR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)
EPSR -

PREMITIM SERVICE RATE

($/CUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR) INCREASE IN PREMIUM SERVICE
RATE

LPSR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR)

DECREASE IN PREMIUM SERVICE

RATE

This premium service rate (PSR) is basically an annual surcharge for
conversion from multi-

the

to single-parry service. This equation sets the premium

service rate for each time division (PSR.K) according to the previous rate (PSR.J),

plus (minus) the percentage increase (decrease) allowed by the regularor. The initial

value ($37.20) represents the average rate for this service, as listed in the General

Tariff of the Maniroba Telephone Sysrem (MTS
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19S7b).

4.11 INCREASE IN PREMIUM SERVICE RATE

EPSR.KL=CLP(PSR.K*REGU.K,0,REGU.K,0)
EPSR -

23,R

($/CUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR) INCREASE IN PREMIUM SERVICE
RATE

PSR - ($iCUSTOMER/YEAR)

PREMIUM SERVICE RATE

REGU - (l/YEAR) REGULATORY ADruSTMENT ALLOWANCE

The increase

in premium service rate (EPSR) is

set to the existing rate @SR)

times the increase allowed by the regulator (REGU),

if the regulatory adjustment

allowance is positive, otherwise there is no increase allowed. This equation allows

the model to respond to increases in rates charged for premium service.

4.12 DECREASE IN PREMIUM SERVICE RATE

LPSR.KL=CLP(0,PSR.K*REGU.K,REGU.K,0)

LPSR -

24,R

($/CUSTOMER/YEAR/YEAR) DECREASE IN PREMruM SERVICE
RATE

PSR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)
REGU - (IÆEAR)

PREMruM SERVICE RATE

REGULATORY ADruSTMENT ALLOWANCE
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This rate computes the amount by which the premium service rate may be reduced
(LPSR),

if

the regulatory adjustment allowance is negative, otherwise there is no

decrease allowed. This equation allows the model

to respond to decreases in rates

charged for premium service.

4.13 OLD MULTI-PARTY RATE

OMPR.K=OMPR.J+DT*PULSE((MPR.J-OMPR.J),1,lyDT

Z5,L

OMPR=MPR

OMPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

MPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

OLD MULTI-PARTY RATE
MULTI-PARTY RATE

This equation produces a one year delayed version of the multi-parry rate (OMPR)

to be used for comparison

purposes.

4.14 OLD SINGLE PARTY RATE

OSPR.K=OSPR.J+DT*PULSE((SPR.J-OSPR.Ð,1,l)/DT
OSPR=SPR

OSPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) OLD SINGLE-PARTY RATE

SPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

SINGLE-PARTY RATE
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Z6,L

This equation produces a one year delayed version of the single-party rate (OSPR)

to be used for comparison

purposes.
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CHAPTER

5

FINANCIAL SECTOR

The financial sector of the rnodel (see Figure 4) comprises a set of assumptions
about capital investment, revenues,

ffid

revenue effects. These relationships are

described in the following chapter, based upon the DYNAMO equations (refer to

Table 4 for a listing of equations) that represenr them.

The fundamental assumption regarding the anaiysis of the time value of money for

this model is the attempt to systematically exclude inflation. In order to apply this

method,

all dollar

amounrs are stated

consistency, the interest rate used

in

terms

of

1988 (the base year). For

in the model is an estimated value of the real

cost of money, with inflation removed (American Telephone and Telegraph 1977).

The derivation of this estimated value is described in Section 5.9.

TABLE 4
LISTTNG OF DYNAMO EQUATONS USED IN
TTIE FINANCIAL SECTOR

n,L

SPCLK=SPCI J+DT*(RIIRSPJK-RDPRSPJK)

SPCI=INRSP*ECPC

27.1, N

ECPC=8621

2't.2, C

sPcI - (s) stNcLE-pARTy CAPITAL TNVFJTMENT
RIIRSP - (S/TEAR) RATE OF INCREASE IN EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT
RDPRSP - ($/YEAR) RÄTE OF DEPRECTATING RI.]RAL SINCLE-PARTY INVESTMENT
INRSP - (CUSTOMERS) INITIAL RI.]RAL SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS
ECPC - ($/CUSTOMERS) EQUIPMENT COST PER CUSTOMER
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TABLE (continued) 4
LISTTNG OF DYNAMO EQUATIONS USED IN
TITE FINANCIAL SECTOR
RIRSP.KL=CLIP@CPCECPC *EOS,TSUP,TIME.K¡ *RIvfi¡C¡1ç
EOS=.58

RIIRSP - ($/YEAR) RATE OF INCREASE IN EQI.TPMEI.IT INVESTMENT
ECPC - (SrcUSTOMERS) EQUIPMENT COST PER CUSTOMER

28, R
28.1, C

EOS - (l) ECONOMTES OF SCALE

TSTJP - (YEAR) TIME OF START OF UNTVERSAL PROCRAM

RMPC -

(CUSTOMERS/YEAR) RATE OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS CONVERTINC

RDPRSP.KL=sPcI.KÆLJL

29, R

ELJL=1E

29.t, C
RDPRSP. ($/YEAR) RÂTE OF DEPR,ECI.ATING R{JRAL SINGLE-PARTY II.IVESTMENT
SPCI - ($) SINGLE-PARTY CAPITAL II{VFJTMENT

Er.rL

- (YEAR)

EQUTPMENT USEFTJL LIFE

MPRI.K=NRMP. K* (MPR.K-MPE)

30, A
30.1. C

MPÈ468.36

MPR^I - ($/YEAR) MULTI-PARTY NET REVENI.]E

NRMP - (CUSTOMERS)

NUMBER OF MULTT-PARTY CUSTOMERS

MPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) MULTI-PARTY RATE
MPE - ($iCUSTOMER/YEAR) MIJLTI-PARTYEXPENSES

PSRI.K=NRSP.K*PSR.K

PSRI - ($/YEAR) PREMIUM SERVICE NET REVENUE
NRSP - (CUSTOMERS) POOL OF SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS

PSR

- ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) PREMIUM

SERVICE RATE

SPRI.K=NRSP.K*(SPR.K-SPE)

32, A
32.1, C

SPE=410.45

SPRI . ($/YEAR) SINGLE-PARTY NET REVENTJE
NRSP - (CUSTOMERS) POOL OF SINGLE-PARTY

SPR
SPE

31, A

CUSTOMERS

- ($rcUSTOMER/YEAR) SINGLE-PARTY RATE

- ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) SINCLE-PARTYEXPENSES

RSPRI.K=SPRLK+PSRI.K+MPRI.K-COCRSP.K-RDpRSpJK+MpTS

RSPRI - ($/YEAR) RURAL SINCLE-PARTY NET REVENIJE EFFECT
SPRI - ($/YEAR) SINGLE-PARTY NET REVENUE
PSRI - ($/TEAR) PREMIUM SERVICE NET REVENUE

33, A

MPRI - ($/TEAR)

MI]LTI-PARTY NET REVENUE
COCRSP - ($/YEAR) COST OF CAPITAL FOR RURAL SINGLE-PARTY
RDPRSP - ($/YEAR) RATE OF DEPRECTATING RI.JRAL SINCLE-PARTY II.IVESTMENT
MPTS - ($/TEAR) MT.JLTI-PARTY TOLL SUBSIDY
TARI.K=SM@TH(RSPRLK, 1)
TARI - ($/YEAR) TOTAL AVERAGE ANNUAL REVENTJE EFFECT
RSPRI - (S/YEAR) RTJRAL SINGLE-PARTY NET REVENI.TE EFFECT

34,

COCRSP.K=SPCI.K*INTR
INTR=.087
MPTS=PNRMP* (MPE-IMPR)+INRSP*(sPE-IspR)
COCRSP - (S/YEAR) COST OF CAPITAL FOR RURAL SINGLE-PARTY

35, A
35.1, C
35.2, N

SPCI - ($) SINGLE-PARTY CAPITAL INVESTMENT
INTR - (I/YEAR) INTEREST RATE

MPTS - ($/YEAR) MULTI-PARTY TOLL

SUBSIDY

PNRMP . (CUSTOMERS) PRESENT NUMBER OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS
MPE - ($rcUSTOMER/YEAR) MI.JLTI-PARTYEXPENSES
IMPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) INITIAL MULTI-PARTY RATE
INRSP - (CUSTOMERS) INITIAL RURAL SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS

SPE - (S/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

SINCLE-PARTYEXPENSES
SINGLE-PARTY RATE

ISPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) INITIAL
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^

5.1 SINGLE PARTY CAPITAL INVESTMENT

S

PCI.K=S PCI.J+DT* S.trRS

P.

JK-RDPRS

P.

JK)

27,L

SPCI=INRSP*ECPC
ECPC=8621

SPCI RtrRSP

($) SINGLE-PARTY CAPITAL INVESTMENT

- ($Æ¡EN) RATE

RDPRSP

OF INCREASE IN EQUIPMENT I}I\¡ESTMENT

- ($/YEEN) RATE

OF DEPRECIATING RURAL SINGLE-PARTY

II\IVESTMENT

INRSP - (CUSTOMERS) INTNAL RURAL SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS

ECPC -

($/CUSTOMERS) EQUIPMENT COST PER CUSTOMER

The single-party capital investment (SPCI) computed

in this section represents

strictly the incremental cost of the customers converting from multi-parry to
single-party service, and does not address the total capital costs

network. Since the capital structure
1987c),

it

seems reasonable

to

of MTS comprises

of the existing

over gl%o debt (MTS

assume that the incremental capital costs

single-party program would be financed by further borrowing. The costs

of

of

a

such

additional borrowing would then be recovered by increasing the charges to MTS
customers (CP V/ire 1988). This assumption allows the use of the MTS effective
aYera$e debt rate

of t2.57o (MTS

L987c) in determining the estimated real cost of

capital for use in this model (see Section 5.9).
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Single-parry capital invesment (SPCÐ

is

increased

by addiúonal conversions

(RIIRSP - discussed in the next section), and decreased by the depreciation of the
equipment (RDPRSP

- see Section 5.3). The initial level is set by the initial

of converted

single-party customers (INRSP), multiplied by the average

number

incremental equipment cosr per customer (ECPC). The value used

for

ECPC

($8621) is based upon MTS information (MTS 1988), and is nor expecred by MTS

to change substantially in the near-term for normal purchase quantities.

The value for ECPC at MTS that has been determined in this manner appears ro

be substantially higher than equivalent equipment costs in the United

States

(International Data Corporation 1987) or other Canadian prairie provinces (North
Battleford News - Optimist 1983). Other æchnologies for single-party access, such
as the digrtal radio system recently offered by Microtel Limired (1988) have the

potential to substantiatly lower the ECPC value for future installations. ECpC,
therefore, can be easily altered in the model, so that experimental simulation runs

with different ECPC values can be used to determine sensitivity to changes in
equipment costs.

5.2 RATE OF INCREASE IN EOUIPMENT II.I\TESTMENT

RIIRS P.KL=CLIP(ECPC,ECPC*EOS,TS UP,TIME. K) *RMPC. JK

28,R

EOS=.58
RTTRSP

-

($ÆPNN) RATE OF INCREASE IN EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT
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ECPC -

($/CUSTOMERS) EQUIPMENT COST PER CUSTOMER

EOS - (1) ECONOMTES OF SCALE
TSTIP - (YEAR) TIME OF START OF UNTYERSAL PROGRAM

RMPC -

(CUSTOMERSATEAR) RATE OF MULT-PARTY CUSTOMERS

CONVERTING

This rate equation sets the increase in invesunent (RtrRSp) equal to
single-party capital costs

the

of that time period. The capital costs are determined in

one of two ways, depending upon the progam that is operating at the time.

If

the

premium service program is offering conversion on a voluntary basis, at the option

of each individual customer, then the stated equipment costs per customer (ECPC)

will apply. If the universal single-parry conversion program is operating,
savings can be realized through the resulting economies

fraction for economies

of

however,

scale. The discount

of scale @OS) is based upon MTS engineering

estimates

(MTS 1987d), and is not expected to change substantially in the near-terrn.

SINGLE-PAR

RDPRSP.KL=SPCI.KÆUL

29,R

EUL=I8
RDPRSP

- ($/YPEN) RATE

OF DEPRECIATING RURAL SINGLE-PARTY

INVESTMENT

sPCr - ($) srNcLE-pARTy CApmAL rlrvEsTMENT
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EUL - gEAR) EQI.IIPMENT USEFUL LIFE
This rate (RDPRSP) decreases the level of the capital investment according to the
depreciation

of the equipment. The

depreciation

is

calculated

in a straight-Iine

methd (American Telephone and Telegraph 1977), using an average useful life of
the equipment

of

18 years. The useful life (EUL)

of the relevant

equipment is

consistent with industry averages (American Telephone and Telegraph 1977). This
ntrmber represents an aggregate, since several categories

of equipment would

be

used.

5.4 MULTI-PARTY NET REVENUE

MPRI.K=NRMP.K*(MPR.K-MPE)

30.4

MPE=468.36

MPzu - ($TTEAN) MULTI-PARTY
NRMP -

NET REVENUE

(CUSTOMERS) NUMBER OF MULTI-PARTY CUSTOMERS

MPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)
MPE - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

MTILTI-PARTY RATE

trlUt TI-PARTY EXPENSES

The net revenue from the rural multi-party customers (Ì"æzu) is calculated by
multiplying the number of customers (NRMP) by the difference between the per
customer annual rates (MPR), and the per customer annual expenses (MpE). The

multi-parry expense (MPE) value

is

based upon MTS internal service cosring
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studies (MTS 1987e), and reflects the best estrmate that is available.

It

should. be

noted that difficulties in the assignment of costs to particular services and service
categories are common throughout the telecommunications industry (Brock 1981,

United States General Accounting Ofñce 1986), and, consequently, assigned costs
are based on estimations.

5.5 PREMIUM SERVICE NET REVENUE

PSRI.K=NRSP.K*PSR.K

PSRI -

31,4

($/YBAN) PREMIUM SERVICE NET REVENUE

NRSP -

(CUSTOMERS) POOL OF STNGLE_PARTY CUSTOMERS

PSR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

PREMIUM SERVICE RATE

The net revenue from the premium service customers (PSRI) is calculated by
multiplying the number of customers (NRSP) by the premium service rate (pSR).
Since the premium service rate (PSR)
expenses are incurred

is essentially a

surcharge, no add,itional

for billing or administration. The additional

expenses

for

the

service are reflected in the single-parry expenses (SPE), which are included in the
calculation of single-party net revenue (SPRÐ. This calculation is d.iscussed in the

next section.
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5.6 SINGLE-PARTY NET REVENUE

S

PRI.K=NRS

P.

K* (SPR.K- S PE)

32.A

SPE=410.45

SPzu -

($/YEAR) SINGLE-PARTY NET REVENI.IE

NRSP -

(CUSTOMERS) POOL OF STNGLE_PARTY CUSTOMERS

SPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)
SPE - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

SINGLE-PARTY RATE

Str{GLE-PARTY Ð(PENSES

The net revenue from the new single-party customers (SPRÐ is calculated
manner similar
number

of

in

to that used for multi-party revenue in Section 5.4. Thus,

customers (NRSP)

is multiplied by the difference

a

the

between the per

customer annual rates (sPR), and the per cusromer annual expenses (spE). The

single-party expense (SPE) value

is

based upon MTS internal service costing

studies (MTS 1987e).

RSPRI.K=sPRI.K+PSRI.K+MpRI.K-cocRsp.K-RDPRSp.JK+MprS
RSPRI - ($/YEEN) RURAL SINGLE-PARTY NET REVENUE EFFECT

SPRI -

($ÆPEN) SINGLE-PARTY NET REVENUE

PSzu -

($/YEAR) PREMIUM SERVICE NET REVENUE

MPRI - ($ÆEAR) MULT-PARTY NET REVENUE
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33,A

COCRSP

- ($/YEAR) COST OF CAPITAL

RDPRSP

.

FOR RURAL SINGLE-PARTY

($/YEAR) RATE OF DEPRECIATING RURAL SINGLE-PARTY
II.IVESTMENT

MPTS - ($/YEAR) MULTI-PARTY TOLL

SI.IBSIDY

The total incremental financial impact of single-parry conversion on MTS (RSPRÐ

is detennined by the summation of atl the constituent net revenues, less related
costs. These include the multi-pany (MpRI), single-party (SpRI), and premium
service (PSzu) net revenues, as well as the cost of capital (COCRSP), depreciation

(RDPRSP), âtrd
discussed

in

toll

detail

subsidy (MPTS). The mutri-parry

in

Section 5.9,

toll

subsidy (N,tprs) is

in conjunction with the cost of

capital

(COCRSP). The rate of depreciating the rural single-party invesrment (RDpRSp),
incorporates the depreciation assumptions which are discussed

in Section

TARI.K=SMOOTH(RSPRI.K,1)

34,A

TARI - ($/YEAN) TOTAL AVERAGE ANNUAL

5.3.

REVENUE EFFECT

RSPRI - ($/YEAR) RURAL SINGLE-PARTY NET REVENTIE EFFECT

The political or public perception of the financial impacts

of a single-party

program at MTS is expected to be based upon a delayed response to the actual
cash flows. The United States General Accounting Office (1986) has recognized
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the existence of such delays for customers to assess and react to price changes for
telecommunications services.

A

single-parry program at MTS, with a less direct

is likely to similarly elicit a delayed

financial impact on customers,
awareness

public

of financial implications. Therefore, this variable (TARI) is simply

delayed version

of the previous

variable (RSPRI). TARI

is

used

a

to show the

financial impact after the delay in time for reporting and public assessment.

5.9 COST OF CAPITAL

COCRSP.K=SPCI.K*INTR

35,A

INTR=.O87
MPTS =PNRMP* (MPE-IMPR)+INRSp*

COCRSP

-

(S

pE-ISpR)

($ÆgAN) COST OF CAPITAL FOR RI.IRAL SINGLE-PARTY

SPCI - ($) SINGLE-PARTY CAPITAL INVESTMENT

INTR - (1/YEAR) INTEREST

RATE

MPTS - ($/YEEN) MULTI-PARTY TOLL

SUBSIDY

PNRMP - (CUSTOMERS) PRESENT NUMBER OF MULTI-PARTY
CUSTOMERS

MPE - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

MULTI-PARTY EXPENSES

IMPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

INTITAL MLILTI-PARTY RATE

INRSP - (CUSTOMERS) IMTIAL RURAL SINGLE-PARTY CUSTOMERS

SPE - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR)

SINGLE-PARTY Ð(PENSES

ISPR - ($/CUSTOMER/YEAR) INTIIAL SINGLE-PARTY
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RATE

As a resuit of using the rationale for financial analyses that is dessribed in
introduction to this chapter, ali dollar amounts

in the model are stated in

the

1988

(base year) dollars. The value (INTR) that has been developed to estimate the reai

cost

of capital for MTS follows from the discussions in the introduction to

chapter and

in

Section 5.1. The effective average debt rate for MTS

this

of t2.57o

(MTS 1987c) is used as the nominal interest rate, and an inflation rate of

3.8Vo,

which has been estimated from historical data and projected trends (Staristics
Canada 1987, Statistics Canada 1988),

is

subtracted

to remove the effects of

inflation from INTR, the estimated cost of capital used in the model.

Although alternative methods exist for including the time value

of

money in

f,rnancial analyses (American Telephone and Telegraph 1.977), modeling these

alternative methods would introduce additional complications into the model,
without substantially increasing the usefulness of the model. The simulation results

would be more difficult to coÌnmunicate with dollars valued at different amounrs

in different years. Since the bases for the simulation input variables are planning
assumptions and estimations of future revenues and costs, simulation results should

be interpreted accordingly. The use of 1988 dollars is felt to facilitate

the

communication of simulation results.

The annual cost of capital in dollars (COCRSP) is calculated by multiplying the
capital investnent (SPCÐ by the annual interest rate (INTR
estimated rea-l cost

- representing

the

of capital). INTR can be easily altered in the model, so that
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experimental simulation runs

with different values of INTR can be used to

determine sensitivity to changes in the real cost of capital.

It is a well-documented fact that long-distance (toll)

service provides a subsidy for

local (basic) service (MTS 1987c, Brock 1981, Colt 1986, Pa¡k and Mitcheil 1987,
Communications Canada 1987, and Bell Canada 1988). This fact,

in conjunction

with the telecommunications industry trend toward cost-based pricing of

services

(American Telephone and Telegraph 1977, Littlechild 1979, MacDonald 1984, Cotl

1986, United States General Accounting Office 1986,
Examination

of

FederaVProvincial

Telecommunications Pricing and the Universal Availability of

Affordable Telephone Service 1986, Bell Canada 1988), leads to rhe assumption,
used

in the model, that long-distance revenues provide a subsidy for existing local

services (both single- and multi-party) at MTS. Further to this assumption are rhe

political sensitivities that will prevent elimination or substantial reduction of this
subsidy, as well as the expectation that future cost-based service pricing will
prevent any increase in the subsidy. The estimated 1988 subsidy value is therefore
calculated, and assumed to remain constant at that level throughout the simulation.

Thus, the initially computed constant equation

for the multi-party toll

(MPTS) estimates the present subsidy provided
revenues

for

by multiplying the present number of

subsidy

these customers from toll

customers

in

each caregory

(PNRMP, INRSP) by the difference between the respective annual rates (IMPR,
ISPR) and expenses (MPE, SPE) at rhe present time.
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CHAPTER 6

BASE RUN

Effective strategic planning requires an understanding of future possibilities, based
upon the best available current information. Tools for strategic planning, such

as

this simulation model, can attempt to present detaiied views of the system being
studied. Initially, this model is run with values set to represent the most likely

future environmental conditions (referred to as the "base run"). Then, as discussed

in Chapter 7, experimental simulations

are run to investigate the effects

of changes

in va¡iables on the svstem.

6.1 CRITCAL VARIABLES

The values for the model variables used in the base run simulation reflect recenr
trends and policies. Assumptions regarding these values have been discussed in
previous sections. The controllable variables reflect the present policies of MTS,
including the policies announced in the "Service for the Furure" plan (MTS 1988).

The uncontrollable variables represent the most likely future

envi¡onmental

conditions based upon recent trends. The results of this base run a¡e then used

as

a basis for comparing the changes in the model conditions resulting from changes

to variables in experimental simuiation runs.

6l

The following list of critical variables provides, for each variable: a description;
cha¡acterization as controllable or uncontrollable; initial (base run) value; and,
discussion

a

of the reiationship to present organizational policies.

- VARIABLE NAME: MPG
- DESCRIPTION: Fractional Growth of Manitoba popularion
- CATEGORY: Uncontrollable
- INTTIAL VALUE (units): .0067 (llyeaù
- RELATIONSHIP: Since the market penetration for basic telephone service is so

high in Manitoba (approximately 98Vo), the main factor which generares growth in
the number of telephone customers is growth in the general population.

- VARIABLE NAME: INFR
- DESCRIPTION: Increase Threshold for Reaction
- CATEGORY: Unconrollable
- IMTIAL VALUE (units): .03 (1)
- RELATIONSHIP: A substantiai part of public and regulatory opposition to price

increases relates to the publicly-perceived magnitude of the increãie. This variable
represents the threshold percentage for price increases, below which only minimai
opposition would be expected.

- VARIABLE NAME: RMPLTA
- DESCRIPTION: Rate of Multi-Party Cusromers t eaving Table
- CATEGORY: Uncontrollable
- INTTTAL vALUE : 0/0/. 00s/.0 t | .oß /.02/.02s I .032/ .0421 .059/.07 / .l
- RELATIONSHIP: This variable represents the price elasticity of
B

demand for
basic multi-patty telephone service. Pricing decisiòns will affeðt the number of
customers who leave the network by the relationships determined from values of
this variable. While the prices are somewhat controllabte by decision makers, the
demand elasticity is not. The values used in this table represent the North
American cultural interpretation of the vaiue of telephone servicè (see Section 3.3),
and are not able to be controlled by telephone company decision makers.
Simulation runs with alternative estimates foi this demand-function allow the
evaluation of system.sensitivity to demand elasticity, which will have a large
impact on pricing decisions.
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- VAzuABLE NAME: RSPLTA
- DESCRIPTION: Raæ of single-Parry cusromers Leaving Table
- CATEGORY: Uncontrollable
- II{ÏAL vALUE: 0/0/ .00s /.0r / .}rs /.02/ .ozs / .032/ .M2/ .0sB/.07 Bl .r
- RELATIONSHIP: This variable represents the price elasticity of
basic single-party telephone service.
described above.

demand for

It is analogous to Rtr,tÞLtA, which is

- VARIABLE NAME: INTR
- DESCRIPTION: Interesr Rate
- CATEGORY: Uncontrollable
- INTTTAL VALUE (units): .087 (t/year)

- RELAIONSHIP: The relevant interest rate (nominat cost of capital, less
inflation) has a major impact on decisions relating to capital invesunents, such as
the program alternatives presently included in thii model.
- VARIABLE NAME: RFS
- DESCRIPTION: Random Facror Switch
- CATEGORY: Uncontrollable
- INTIIAL VALUE (units): 0 (l/year)
- RELATIONSHIP: Political pressure for rate increase containment witl

depend

upon the political party in power, and other randorrly occurring political stimuli.
MTS, as a provincial crown corporation, has to recognize poüdõat sensitivities as
a major element in strategic planning decisions. fnis variaUle allows the model to
respond to a random input which simulates politicat events.

- VAzuABLE NAME: ECPC
- DESCRIPTION: Equipmenr Cost per Customer
- CATEGORY: Semi-controllable
- IMTIAL VALUE (units): 8621 (g/cusromer)
- RELAIONSHIP: The per-customer cost of providing single-party service is a
dd94 factor in program decisions. This variäute prÑideJttré mo¿el with the
capability of simulating the results of, for example, a major technological

innovation that would substantially lower equipment ðosrc.

- VAzuABLE NAME: PSCC
- DESCRIPTION: Premium Service
- CATEGORY: Controllable
- IMTIAL VALUE (units): 515 ($)

Cusromer Charee

- RELAIONSHIP: The number of customers making a voluntary conversion from
multi-parry to single-party service will depend on Ihe price of converring. This
variable allows evaluation of conversion pricing options.
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- VARIABLE NAME: TSUP
- DESCRIPTION: Time of Start of Universal Program

- CATEGORY: Controllable
- INITIAL VALUE (units): 2 (years)
- RELATIONSHIP: One of the major

considerations in planning for a Universal
Conversion Program is the timing for beginning the program. This variable allows
simulations to be run for alærnative program initiation timings.

- VAzuABLE NAME: USPY
- DESCRIPTION: Years to Complete Universal Program
- CATEGORY: Controllable
- IMTIAL VALUE (units): 7 (years)
- RELATIONSHIP: The duration of a Universal Conversion

Program is another
major decision variable for strategic planning. This va¡iable allows simulations to
be run for alternative program durations.

6.2 RESULTS

The criteria by which the relative success of a single-parry conversion program
measured

¿ìre

will be complex and dynamic in reality. For the purposes of this study,

the major factors of: (1) reducing the number of rural multi-parry customers, (2)

minimizing the capital investment required, and (3) minimizing the rates that must
be charged to customers, have been taken as the dominate measures of success.

In the base run simulation, representing the scena¡io of no major policy

changes

from the present direction, the number of multi-party customers is reduced from
the present 46,600 to zero in year 10, as shown
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in Figure

B.

Flgure B
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The required capital investment peaked at $207.8 million in year 9, as illustrated

in Figure 9, while the relevant rate (Single Party Rate) increased 34 percent in
the fi¡st 10 years, and a further 47 percent in the second 10 years, as shown in

Figure

10.

Figure 10 Base Run
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CHAFTER 7

EXPERIMENTS

One of the best ways to understand the effects

system

of the experimental changes on the

is to compare the system conditions over the simulation time in

the

experimental simulations with the "most likely" system conditions of the base run.

In general, the variables being changed for the experimental simulations may be
divided into two classes: (1) uncontrollable variables, or environmental facrors those things that cannot be changed by the decision makers conducting the study,

and (2) controllable variables, which are the "control levers" that the decision
makers can manipulate to accomplish organizational goals.

Experiments have been devised, using this simulation model, to investigate the
effects of various changes to both connollable and uncontrollable variables. These

experiments, then, model

the behaviour of the system under conditions of

environmental "shock", or changes in organizational policies.

The following experiments were run on the University of Manitoba mainframe
computer under Dynamo. The experimental results
discussed

for each experiment are

in relaúon to the Base Run results. In each section, the experimental

variables are shown for the specific experiment being discussed, with the original

value and experimental values indicated.
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7.1 CT{ANGING POPULATION GROWTT{

Although Manitoba population growth is not expected to change substantially from
the forecast rate of .0067 fractional growth per year, as discussed in Section 3.2,
an experiment is undertaken to investigate the system sensitivity to changes in the

population growth. For the purposes of this experiment, values equal to one-half
and double the expected population growth rate are felt to provide an adequate, or

realistic, range of variability. The intention in this experiment is not to plan for
catastrophic population changes, but rather to provide a wide enough experimental
range above and below the expected value to detect potential system sensitivities

to realistic

changes

in the rate of

population growth.

In

addition, extreme

population glowth values, beyond the realistic range, have been included

in

this

experiment, both to more fully explore the capabilities of the model, and to better
understand the system effects

of major changes in this variable.

With all other variables held at the same values used for the base run simulation,

the population growth percentage is changed for the simulation runs
experiment.

- EXPERMENTAL VARIABLE NAME:

MPG

- DESCRIPTION: Fractional Growth of Manitoba population
- CATEGORY: Uncontrollable
- INTTIAL VALUE (units): .0067 (l/year)
- EXPERIMENTAL VALUES: 0, .00335, .0134,.1,
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1.0

in

this

Within the range of one-half to double the initial value for population growth, very

little difference in results was noted. The number of multi-party customers

was

to zero in year 10 for both of the boundary cases for this range.

The

reduced

capital investurent peaked at $206.53 million in year 9 for the lower rare, and ar
$215.07 million in year 10 for the double growth rate. This difference was less
than five percent, and the timing of the peak investment was also close (within one

year). The rates showed a slightly larger percentage differential at rhe end of 20
years

- about six percent (5194.42

per year for the higher growth rate, versus

$183.50 for the lower gowrh) - compared to rhe base run of $186.81.

In the more extreme experimental simulations, with population growth between
zero and 100 percent, results were less predictable. With zero popuiation growth,

for instance, the results were not greatly different from the base run - the number

of multi-party

customers was reduced

peaked at $207.8 million

to zero in year 9, the capital invesrment

in year 9, and the rates rose to $186.81 per year. V/ith

100 percent population growth, however, the model went into an arithmetic
overflow situation before year 7. Under this extreme growth simulation, the number
of multi-party customers was increasing with a geometrically expanding curve, until

the model crash just before year 7. By year 6, the capital investment exceeded
$823 million and the required annual rate was $2281. Wirh 10 percent population

gtowth, the number of multi-party customers was reduced to zero in year 15, the
capital investment peaked in year 14 at $361million and. the annual rates rose to
$381 by yeat 20.
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7.2 CHANGING INCREASE THRESHOLD FOR REACTION

The increase threshold for reaction (INFR) may change due to

economic

sensitivities

in the popular press, or other general economic conditions (inflation,

recession).

In this experiment, the variable is initially set to represent total

sensitivity

to price increases (i.e., zeÍo threshold). The realistic

experimental values used is
changes

0 to 0.6. This

range

range of

is expected to encompass

the

in th¡eshold which may be expected as a result of economic fluctuations,

or other normal occturences. In a further set of experimental simulations beyond
the realistic range, extremely high values for this variable (0.1 and 1.0)
explored. This wider range

of

experimental values

are

for the variable allows an

investigation of potential system sensiúvities to changes in the threshold value.

With all other variables held at the same values used for the base run simulation,
the increase th¡eshold for reaction is changed for the simulation runs
experiment (see section 3.6 for further information concerning INFR).

- EXPERMENTAL VARIABLE NAME: INFR

- DESCRIPTION:
- CATEGORY:

Increase Threshold for Reaction

Uncontrollable

- IMTIAL VALUE (units): .03 (t)
- EXPERIMENTAL VALUES: 0, .06, .1,
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1.0

in

this

Within the range of one-half to double the initial value for INFR, only very small

in

differences

results were noted. The number

of multi-party customers was

reduced to zero by year 10 for both the boundary cases for this range, at the same

time as in the base run. The peak capital invesment occured in year 9 within this
range, with a total amounr only .047o less (fi207.72 miilion versus $207.80 mi[ion)

for the one-half INFR simulation run, compared to either the base run or
double INFR run.

In the case of

rates, the differences

larger. These differences were still quite small

in

the

in results were slightly

absolute temls, however, with

one-half INFR resulting in single-parry rares of $186.15 in year 20; double INFR

resulting

in

$186.89, compared

to the

base

run anìount of $186.81. The

rate

difference of $.74 between the boundaries of this range represents a .4Vo difference.

The rate differential in year 10 was only $.10, or .08vo, indicating that the
percentage difference

in rates for this range increased over the duration of

the

simulation.

In the wider
differences

range

of 0 to 1.0 INFR, simulation runs demonstrated that the

in results were no

greater than

for the range of one-half to

double

INFR values. In fact, the single-parry rates in year 20 for 0 INFR were $186.15,
exactly the same as for one-half INFR. Similarly, the upper value for single-pany
rates

in yeat 20 for 1.0 INFR was exactly rhe same value ($186.89)

as the value

for double INFR. The results for reducing the number of multi-party customers to
zero, and the required capital investrnents showed simiia¡ timits on the range of

variability, with the limits for one-half to double INFR not being exceeded in
simulations using 0

to 1.0 INFR.
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7.3 CHANGES IN DEMAND ELASTICITY

The representation of demand elasticity initially used in the model is not expected

to change drastically in the foreseeable future. This demand elasticiry is fairly
consistent throughout North America, and has shown only limited change over
time. This experiment, then, is run under conditions of dramatic changes in demand

elasticity in order to exercise the regulatory feedback process in the model, as well
as to investigate the system stability under conditions of environmental shock (see

Figure 11 for graphical representation of experimental table values).

With all other variables held at the same values used for the base run simulation,
the tables representing the demand elasticity for telephone service are changed for

the simulation runs in this experiment.

EXPERMENTAL VARIABLE NAME: RMPLTA
DESCRIPTION: Rate of Multi-Parry Customers Leaving Table
CATEGORY: Uncontrollable

INTTIAL VALUE: (see Figure 5)
0 / 0 / .w s I .o1 / .0 |

s

/ .02 / .025/ .032/ .042/ .0 s8 / .07

EXPERIMENTAL VALUES: (see Figure
0 / 0/

.u

/

11)

.02 / .03 / .0 4 / .o s / .0e / .o84/ . I r 6 / . L 5 6 / .2

0 / 0 / .0s / . | | .L s / .2/ .2s / .32/ .42/ .s8 / .t

8

I | .0
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8

/ .1

- EXPERIMENTAL VARTABLE NAME: RSPLTA
- DESCRIPTION:

- CATEGORY:

Raæ

0

Customers Leaving Table

Uncontrollable

- INITIAL VALUE:
0/0/.005/.

of Single-Party

u

(see Figure 7)

.0 r s / .02 / .o2s / .032/ .0 42 / .0 s I / .07

- EXPERIMENTAL VALUES:
0 / 0 / .0 | / .02 / .03 / .0 4 / .0 s / .0

0/0/.0s / J I .r

s/

.2/ .2s

8/ .1

(see Figure 11)

e / .084/ .r | 6 / .t s 6 / .2

/.32/.42/

.s8 /.7 8/

r.0

The ¡po tables with altered values in simulation runs for this experiment represent
the demand elasticity for telephone service (RMPLTA and RSPLTA
11).

It

- see Figure

should be noted that the graphicat representation of Figure 11 is applicable

to experimental values for either RMPLTA or RSPLTA, since the numerical values

are the same. The first experimental runs used values
amounts

for

of

double the base run

these tables. Even doubting these values represents

deparnrre from expected reality, since the demand elasticity

a

substantial

for telephone service

has been widely studied (see Sections 3.3 and 3.9 for more information). The
results of the simulation runs with double table values showed small, but noticeable

differences from the base run

in the areas of

capital investrnent still showed a peak

capital investment and rates. The

in the ninth

year, but the amount

of the

peak was $207.64 million, compared to $207.8 million for the base run. The rates

for year 20 showed somewhat more variation, at $183.93, versus $186.81 for
base run.
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As a further test of the sensitivity of critical system results to changes in
elasticity, the table values were increased one order
simulations were run.

It

of

demand.

magnitude, and sysrem

should be noted that these are very extreme values for

these tables. To place the experimental values into perspective: the table values at
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ten times the initial values would mean that approximately 25Vo of
would choose to discontinue their telephone service

if

customers

the rates increased by 50%

more than the threshold level. This is a situation that is quite far removed from
the available information on demand elasticiry for telephone service (see Sections

3.3 and 3.9). Even with the extreme values (of ten times the base run amounts)
used in these simulations, the results were not dramatically different from the base

run. The number of multi-party customers was reduced to zero in year ten, and the
peak investment still occurred in year nine. The amount

of the peak investment

was slightly less ($207.02 million versus $207.80 million for the base run). The
rates

in year 20 showed a more significant difference, with experimental results of

$172.54 (versus $186.81 for the base run). The main reason that the results were

quite insensitive to major changes in this variabie appears to be that the yearly
increases

in

customer rates were not large enough

telephone customers, even with the extreme changes

to cause a major exodus of
in the demand curve.

7.4 CHANGING INTEREST RATE

The interest rate is one of the more volatile

of the environmental inputs.

interest rates (i.e., with inflation removed, such as those used

in this

however, tend to be much less volatile than the nominal rates.

In

historically limited range of real interest rares, the behaviou¡
response

ReaI

model),

spite

of

the

of the system

in

to changing interest rates is seen as an important area of investigation.

Since the real interest rate has such a direct effect on the progïam costs for capital
75

intensive programs, sensitivities to this variable in the system could have important
ramifiç¿¡iens for planning decisions. For these reasons, this experimental simulation

is initially performed using one-haif and double the initial real interest rare to
investigate system sensitivities to this input variable. Investigarion within this range

was considered adequate to cover the realm

of realistic possibilities. To further

explore system behaviour beyond such realistic interest rate scenarios, experimental
simulaúons are run for real interest rates

V/ith all other variables held at the

of zero,

as well as 100 percent.

same values used

for the

base

run simulation,

the interest rate is changed for the simulation runs in this experiment.

- VARIABLE NAME: INTR
- DESCRIPTION: Interest

Rate

- CATEGORY: Uncontrollable
- INTTIAL VALUE (units): .087 (l/year)
- EXPERMENTAL VALUES: 0, .0435, .174, t.0

Within the range of one-half to double the initial value for the interesr (INTR), the

only differences in results were noted in the a¡ea of rates. The number of
multi-party customers was reduced to zero by year 10 for both the boundary cases

for this range, at the same dme as in the base run. The peak capital investment
occured in year 9 within this range, with a toral amount of 9207.80 million for

all runs, the same value as the base run result. In the case of rates, however,

the

differences in results were substantial. For simulation runs using one-half the initial
76

value for INTR, the rates

in year 20 were $145.99,

227o less than the base run

resuit. In the case of double the initial value for INTR, the simulation ¡esult for
the rates in year 20 was 8297.23, a 597o increase over the base run result.

Figure 12 Changing Interest Rates
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Results for rates

in years 10 and 15 (see Figure 12) showed similar divergences

from the base run: for one-half INTR, the l0 year rate was |\vo lower, and the
15 year rate was r'lvo rower: for double INTR, the 10 year rate was 23vo higher,
and the 15 year rate \ryas 46Vo higher. These differences are viewed as significant,

given that this range for INTR is meant to represent a realistic range for INTR
values. This is a significant result for an uncontroliable variabre.
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In the wider range of 0 to 1.0 INTR, simulation runs demonstrated that the results

in the areas of reducing the number of multi-party
investnent required, were consistent

with the narrower experimental

discussed above. Throughout this range, the number

reduced

customers, and the capital
range

of multi-party customers

was

to zero in year 10, the same as the base run. The peak invesünent

occurred in year nine throughout this range, and the peak amount was constant at

$207.80 million

for all runs excepr the 1.0 value for INTR. For rhis run,

representing a real interest rate

of lAÙVo, the peak capital investment

was $207.63

million, only a very slight difference. In the area of rates, however, the differences

in results were quite large. For the simulation run representing zero interest, the
rates

in yeat 20 were $73.67 (or 39Vo) Iower

than the base run results. For the

simuiation run representing LAÙVo interest, the rates

in year 20

were $7066.50

(Figure 13).

Figure 13
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This experiment indicates that an increase

of 11 times in the interest rate resulted

in year 20 rates 38 times larger. The fact that the system amplified

increases in

the interest values in the resulting rates for year 20 indicated a significant sysrcm
sensitivity to this uncontrollable variable.

7.5 INTERIECTING POLITICAL PRESSI.]RE

The effect of political pressure is modeled by interjecting a random factor of
various magnitudes into the rate adjusment process. By using an "ampiified" value

(i.e., >1) for the Random Factor Switch ßFS) va¡iable, this experimenr is able to

run

simulations under levels

investigated

of

extreme political pressure. The extremes

in this experiment are considered as important not only to

disclose

potential system sensitivities to political pressure, but also to exercise relevant
sections

of the model.

lvith all other

variables held at the same values used for the base run simulation,

the random factor variable which represents political pressure is changed for the
simulation runs in this experiment.

- VAzuABLE NAME:

RFS

- DESCRIPTION: Random Factor Switch

- CATEGORY: Unconrrollable
- INTIIAL VALUE (units): 0 (l/yea¡)
- EXPERMENTAL VALUES: 1, 10, 100, 1000,
79

10000

The political pressure on rates was the experimental va¡iable for this set of
simulation runs. The flust simulation run used the model to generate results with
the anticipated effect of politicai pressure "switched on". Subsequently, amplified
values of RFS (up to five orders of magnitude) were used to investigate the system

simulation results for extreme political pressure. For

all simulation runs in

experiment, the number of multi-parry customers was reduced
and the peak capital invesrnent

to

this

in year

10,

of $207.80 million occured in year nine. In

the

zero

area of rates, the resuls differed widely with different levels of political pressure.

These results were expected, since the political pressure that has been modelled
was specifically directed toward keeping rates low. Thus, the initial "switching on"

of RFS resulted in a very small reduction in

raæs

in

year 20 ($186.73 versus

$186.81 for the base run). When the RFS value was increased to 100, the resulting
year 20 rates were $181.11; for RFS

of

1000, rares were reduced to $166.93.

When the value for RFS was increased to 10,000, the simulation results became
more interesting. Although this extreme value for RFS had little relationship to
reality, the behaviour of the model at this extreme simulation level illustrated some

of the limitations of the model, as well
negative effects of political intervention

as providing a graphic example

in a primarily

economic process.

of

the

In

this

simulation, the number of multi-party customers was reduced to zero in year
and the peak investment

were the same as

10,

of $207.80 million occurred in year nine. These results

in the base run. In the area of

rates, however, the extreme

political pressure was able to hold the rates to approximately $100 until year

After this extended period of low rates, the rapidly increasing
80

11.

financial

requirements overwhelmed even the extreme political pressure, and the resuiting
rates ($1.2 million in year 12) demonstrated the urgency of the financial situation.

The model was not able to handle the extreme values involved with such

an

economic shock, and the simulation run "blew up" through exponent overflow at

the run time

of

12.56.

7.6 CHANGING EOUIPMENT COSTS

in

basic telephone access technology, such as the

in digital radio-based

subscriber access systems, have the potential to

Some recent developments
progress

reduce the average per-customer incremental cost of providing single-party service.

This experiment is designed to investigate system behaviou¡ under such changing
conditions for the cost of equipment. The advertised cost advantage for a particular

commercial example

of

such technology over conventional hard-wired

access

technology is from two-to-one to five-to one. As a result, per-customer costs in

this range are used in the experiment to simulate the substitution of such lower
cost technology. Of course, the technical merits
been proven to the satisfaction

adoption

of this new technology have not

of technical network planners at this time, so the

of this technology by telephone companies is not a certainty. However,

the potentiai savings from adopting this technology should ensure that

the

necessary evaluations are completed rapidly. The potential effects on the sysrem

of adopting the lower cost technology are therefore examined in this

A marginal increase in equipment

costs is also investigated

experiment.

in this experiment

to

discover any anomalies in system behaviour due to increasing costs of equipment.
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With all other variables held at the same values used for the base run simulation,
the per customer cost of equipment is changed for the simulation runs

in

this

experiment.

- VARIABLE NAME:

ECPC

- DESCRIPTION: Equipment Cost Per Customer

- CATEGORY:

Semi-controllable

- IMTIAL VALUE (units): 8621

($/customer)

- EXPERIMENTAL VALUES: 1000, 2000, 50m,

10000

Although the average incremental equipment cost per cusromer (ECPC) has been
considered essentially uncontrollable, there are aspects of this variable that wa:rant

the consideration of decision makers. As discussed in Section 5.1, technological

innovation has the potential
equipment. The resuits

to

drastically reduce the cost

of the required

of this experiment may then become the guidelines for

evaluating the impact of the early adoption of the newer technology. This potential

flexibility in ECPC has necessitated the considerarion of this variable as semicontrollable. For

atl the simulation runs in this

experiment, the number of

multi-party customers was reduced to zero in year 10. The peak capital investment
required occurred in year nine in all simulation runs, and the amounts for the peak
were directly proportional to the amount of ECPC. For example, the ECPC amount

of $1000 represents lL6Vo of the base run amount ($S6Zt¡; and, the resulting peak
investnent of $24.104 million represenrs ll.6vo of the base run peak of $207.g0

million (Figure 14). Similarly, the resulring peak invesrmenr for ECpc of $10,000
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Figure 14
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(l16vo of base run value) was $241.04 million, or 1167o

of the base run peak

inves¡nent (Figure 15).

In the area of rates, however, the results were less directly related to the values
used

for ECPC. For example, with an ECPC value of $1000 (ll.6Vo of base run

value), the rates were 76vo of the base run amount

in year L0; 6lvo in year 15;

and, 55Vo in year 20 (Figure 16). Similarly, with an ECPC value of $10,000 (162o
increase over base run value), the rates were increased

amount

by 57o over the

base run

in year 10; increased by lrvo in year 15; and, l3vo in year 20

(Figure

17). The movement of the rates over time as a result of different ECPC simulation

runs therefore appeared to be

in the expected

direction, but the resulting rare

values were not directiy proportionate to the experimentai values
increased value

for ECPC

increased amount

(16%o increase) \¡/as

for year 20 rates (l3%o

decreased ECPC. For example,

of ECPC. The

more closely matched by the

increase) than the reversed case of

with ECPC value decreased to

amount, the resulting year 20 rates were TIVI

58Vo

of the base run

of the base run

amount. Also, as

previously described, with ECPC value decreased to LL.67o of the base run amounr,

the resulting year 20 rates were 55Vo of the base run amount. This indicates that
the system showed a lack of flexibility in reflecting savings in equipment costs by
proportionate reductions in rates. At the same time, increased equipment costs were
able to be reflected

in nearly proportional rate
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increases

by year 20.

Figure 16
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7.7 VARYING PREMIUM SERVICE CUSTOMER CHARGE

This set of simulation runs represents the fust experiment in the series related to
a controllable va¡iable. In this case, the amount of the initial charge to customers

for voluntary

conversion

ro single-party service (PSCC) may be changed by

decision makers at MTS. Although Public Utility Board approval would be required

for such a change, a viable range for managerial decision making regarding this
variable seems possible. This experiment is run with input variable levels within
the range of amounts that may be considered politicalty feasible, based upon the

cllrrent level.

In addition, simulations

are run with much lower values for this

variable, in order to examine system responses to large decreases in the amount

of this charge.

With all other variables (except TSUP - discussed below) held at the same vaiues
used for the base run simulation, the premium service customer charge is changed

for the simulation runs in this experiment.

- VARIABLE NAME:

PSCC

- DESCRIPTION: Premium Service

Cusromer Charee

- CATEGORY: Controllable
- INITIAL VALUE (units): 515

(g)

- EXPERIMENTAL VALUES : 600,500,400,300,200,
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100,50,25

This experiment represents the first experiment involving changes to a controllable
variable. In order to simulate the results of applying a premium service program,
instead

of a universal

program, or mixture

of the two

programs, the universal

program variable for the time of start of the universal program (TSUP

time at which the universal program would begm)

- the run

is set to 21. Thus, all

multi-party conversions during the 20 year simulation runs occur as a result of the
premium service pro$am conversions.

V/ith the PSCC set to $600, the simulation results indicated that only

2949

multí-party customers (or 6Vo) were converted to single-parry service by year 20.

The required capital investment for this option showed increases every
reaching $53.967 million in year 20. The resulting rates

(compared

to

$186.81

for the base run). At $200

customers (or 4l%o) were converted
$132.11 million, and rates

of

in

year,

year 20 were $127.80

PSCC, 19005 multi-parry

by year 20, with a year 20

investrnent of

$162.43.

With PSCC set to $10O, 36L74 (or 78Vo) of multi-party customers were converted
by year 20. The required capital investment increased every year, reaching

821,5.47

million in year 20 (compared to the $207.80 million peak in year nine for the base
run). The resulting rates of fi207.23 in year 20 also exceeded the year 20 rates
($186.81)

for the base run. At a

PSCC value

of g50, only

1854 multi-pa¡ry

customers remained in year 20. The required investment also increased every year

to reach 5257.14 in year 20. The resulting rates

in yeat 20

were $232.82 (25Vo

higher than the base run value). When the value of PSCC was reduced to $25. the
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number

of multi-party customers was reduced to zero within the simulation time

- at year 20. The peak capital investment of $270.80 million (307o lnger than the
base

run peak) occurred in year 19. The resulting rates in yeat 20 werc 8246.37,

compared

to

$186.81

for the base run. The

reason that the premium service

progftIms show higher costs than the universal programs relates to the equipment

cost savings involved with converting an entire area at one time (under universal
programs), compared

to custom installation for each customer converted (under

premium service programs). This is reflected
factor, which is discussed

in Secion

in the economies of

scale (EOS)

5.2.

7.8 TiNIVERSAL PROGRAM OPTIONS

Another set

of

"control levers" available to MTS decision makers relates to

decisions concerning the implementation of a non-voluntary, universal program to
convert existing multi-party customers to single-party service. Since such a program

has already been announced (MTS 1988), decisions that may realistically
changed relate to timing the initiation
as the number of years to be spent

be

of the universal program (TSUP), as well

in completing the pro$am (tjspy). The range

over which these variables are actually able to be changed by MTS decision
makers is not clear-cut.

It is quite unlikely that major changes from the announced

timing for the program could be initiated; however, the system effects of widely

varying changes are

of

interest from an experimental perspective. For this
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experiment, therefore, implementation
combinations

of the universal progülm at

of iniúation times and completion

schedules,

varying

is simulated.

V/ith all other variables held at the same values used for the base run simulation,
the va¡iables representing the durations and starting times for universal programs
are changed for the simulation runs in this experiment.

- VARIABLE NAME:

TSUP

- DESCRIPTION: Time of

- CATEGORY:

Start of Universal Program

Controllable

- INTTIAL VALUE (units): 2 (years)
- EXPERIMENTAL VALUES: 0, 5, 10, 15

- VARIABLE NAME:
- DESCRIPTION:

USPY

Years to Complete Universal Program

- CATEGORY: Controllable
- INTTIAL VALUE (units): 7 (years)
- EXPERIMENTAL VALUES: 5, 10, 15, 20

This experiment represents the evaluation of a number of universal program
options. Two variables were involved in this experiment: the time that the universal

progam starts (TSUP); and, the number of years that the program takes ([JSpY)
to reduce the number of multi-party customers to zero. Since both of these
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variables are controllable, the results

of these simulation runs offer some insight

into favourable universal program implementations.

In terms of reducing the number of multi-party customers to zero, atl the universal
progñìms modelled in this experiment seemed to accomplish their stated objectives

fairty well. Thus, the five year program beginning in year zeto reduced the number

of multi-parfy customers to zero in year six (Figure 18). similarly, the ten year
program beginning
zero

in year five

reduced the number

in year 16. Also, the 20 year

of multi-party customers to

progr¿ìm beginning

in year zero reduced

the

number of multi-parry customers to 3554 in year 20, and should have reached zero

shortly thereafter (Figure 19).

As

expected,

a large number of

multi-party

customers (30573) remained in year 20 for the 15 year progam beginning in year
15.

In the area of the required capital investrnent, a number of general
were possible.

in the

base

All five year progfttms

observations

had a higher required peak investment than

run results. Thus, the five year program beginning in year five had

a

peak of 8222.12 million in year ten, compared to $207.80 in year nine for the base

run. Also the five year progams that started later

in the simulation

peaks than programs with earlier starts. For example, the

had higher

five year program

beginning in year ten had a peak of $225.7I million in year 15, compared to the
program beginning in year zero, which had a peak of $215.95 million in year five.

For the ten year programs, the peak values were all lower than the base run value.

As an example, the ten year program beginning in year five had a peak value of
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$194.54 million
demonstrated

in year 16 ($207.80 in year nine for the base run). Also,

as

for the five year programs, the ten year programs that started later

in the simulation had higher peaks than programs with earlier starts, although
relative differences were smaller

the

in the case of the ten year progams. For

example, the ten year program beginning in year ten had a peak of $196.25 million

in year 20, compared to the program beginning in year zero, which had a peak of
$190.84 million in year 11. Based upon the results observable within the simulation

time, the 15 year progams had lower peak values than the ten year programs.

Figure 18
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The 15 year program beginning in year zero had a peak value of $172.08 million

in year 16 (compared to $190.84 million in year 11 for the ten year progam).
Simil¿¡1y, the one 20 year program that nearly completed within the simulation

time (starting in year zero), had a peak investrnent of $147.54 million in year 20,
substantially lower than the similar peak required for the 15 year progïam ($172.08

million in year

16).

In general, the peak capital investment occurred very close to the time (within one
year) at which the number of multi-party customers reached zero. The programs

with the lowest peak investment values were shown to be those programs with

the

longest durations and the earliest starts. The total expenditure for equipment must
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be similar in all progrâms to convert the s¡me number of customers, since

the

amount was essentially the ECPC amount multiplied by the number of customers.

The differences in peak invesfment have apparently been caused by the longer
timing of some programs, allowing eariier equipment purchases to be depreciated
before the investment peak was reached.

The 20 year rate results for the five year progËm beginning in year zero ($187.64)

were slightly higher than the base run value ($186.81). The year 20 rates for the

five year program beginning in year five (9186.96) were very slightly higher

than

the base run value. Atl the other program combinations considered in

this

experiment had lower resulting rates

in yeat 2O than the base run. However, since

many of these programs required capital expenditures well beyond the simulation

time horizon, and such increased investrnents would be reflected in higher rates
only after some delay, the eventual impact of many of these program combinations
upon rates would not be seen until well past the simulation time horizon. Shoner

duration programs with earlier starting times do not necessarily increase rates to
a substantially higher eventual rate than less ambitious programs. As an illustration,

in Figure 20 the rate results for three program combinations have been compared
to the base run. As expected, the shortest program (five year) with the earliest start

(year zero) showed rates increasing more rapidly than other programs, but the
cnrve had "flattened" by year 20. Thus, the nearly complete convergence of the

two illustrated five year progams with the base run results by year 20 indicated
that the total cost of converting all multi-party customers may eventually result in

very similar rates, no matter what timing has been chosen for the expenditures.
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The third program with results iilustrated in Figure 20 was the ten year program
beginning

in

year ten. This progan showed much lower rates through

the

simulation time; however, by year 20, the increased slope of this program's rate
results, coupled with the decreased slopes

for the other programs' rate

results,

indicated that these rates may all become much closer just beyond the simulation

time horizon.

Flgure 20
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7.9 V/ORST CASE SCENARIO

A variety of input factors, identified

to

as sensitive, are combined into one experiment

examine the cumulative effects

of a number of
94

adverse condifions.

It

is

especially important

to determine through such a simulation if the

cumulative

effects represent geometrically increasing scales, or whether the system behaviour
presents natural upper limits which tend

amplifying the adverse effects

of

to prevent one adverse variable from

another variable. The worst case scenario

simulated in this experiment addresses these concerns by combining unfavourable,

but realistic, values for a number of sensitive variables into one simulation. This
experimental set

of simulations is able to be run based upon initial evaluations of

previous experiments to determine the critical variables, and to indicate the relevant
adverse values

for these variables. In this experiment, then, the "control lever"

variables described

in

sections 7.7 and

experimental simulations

7.8 are re-evaluated (e.g.,

in 7.7 and 7.8 are re-run)

pertinent

based upon this worst case

environmental scenario.

The combination of critical, uncontrollable variables and relevant adverse values
used

in this experiment is felt to adequately portray a worst case scenario that

could be expected within the context of current environmental trends. V/ith all
other variables held at the same values used for the base run simulation, values
representing the worst, but still realistic levels

for critical variables are used for

the simulation runs in this experiment.

- VARIABLE NAME:

MPG

- DESCRIPTION: Fractional Growth of Manitoba
- IMTIAL VALUE (units): .W67 (tlyear)
- ADVERSE VALUE: .0134
95

population

- VARIABLE NAME: INTR
- DESCRIPTION:

Interest Rate

- IMTIAL VALUE (units): .087 (l/yea¡)
- ADVERSE VALUE: .174

VARIABLE NAME: ECPC
DESCRIPTION: Equipmenr Cost Per Customer

INITIAL VALUE (units): 8621 (g/customer)
ADVERSE VALUE: 10000

The decisions to include these specific variables were based upon the criterion that

if

a variable input value within the realistic range caused an unfavourable result

value

of

more than five percent

in one of the critical

evaluation factors (see

Section 6.2), that va¡iable would be included in the worst case scenario, with the

value set to the most unfavourable value within the realistic ranse.

In the case of population growth (N4PG), the simulation runs with double growth
values had resulted in year 20 rates six percent higher than those of the base run
(Section 7.1). For the interest variable (INTR), the simulafion runs with double
interest values had resulted

in year 20 rates 59 percent higher than those of

the

base run (Section 7.4).

V/ith respect to the equipment cost variable (ECPC), the simulation runs with
$10,Un equipment cost resulted in year 20 rates 13 percent higher than those of
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the base run (Section 7.6\. This was the basis for the inclusion of these

three

variables, with values set to the most unfavourable levels (indicated above) within

the realistic range.

The results for the experimental runs simulating such a worst case scenario showed

no significant difference from the base run results in terms of the time to
zero multi-party customers. As

reach

in the base run, NRMP was reduced to zero by

year ten.

The required capital investment for the worst case simulation peaked at $249.47

million in year ten (Figure 21). This peak was one year later, and 20 percent
higher than the base run results. To place this into perspective, the single variable

simulation results

of the three worst case variable values were

considered.

Doubling the population growth resulted in a th¡ee percent increase for required
capital investnent (see Section 7.1). Doubling the interest rare resulted

in no

increase for required capital investment (see Section 7.4).Increasing the equipmenr

cost to $10,000 per customer resulted in a 16 percent increase in required capital
invesünent (see Section

7

.6). The result expected in the worst case simulation, with

no compound interactions, was therefore an increase of 19 percent (1.03

* 1.00 *

1.16 = 1.19). Since the worst case simulation investrnent resuit showed an increase

of 20 percent, the combined effect of the three

variables

in this experiment

was

not significantly different from combining the results of the individual variable
simulation runs.
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Figure 21
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In the area of rates, however, the results were substantially different (Figure 22).
The resulting rates for the worsr case simulation were $173.02 in year ten, 9290.10

in year 15, and $374.34 in year 20. The

year 20 rares were 1@ percent higher

than the base run rates. In the base run, the rates increased by 28 percent between

year ten and year 15; while, the analogous results for the worst case simulation
showed an increase of 68 percent. Similarly, for the base run, the rates increased

by 14 percent between year 15 and year 20; while, the

analogous resulrs

for

the

worst case simulation showed an increase of. 29 percent. The single variable
simulation results

of the three worst case variable values were considered

analyze the cumulative effects

of the combination of variables.

to

Doubling the

population gowth resulted in a six percent increase in year 20 rates (see Section
7.1). Doubling the interest rate resulted in a 59 percent increase in year 20 rates
(see Section 7.4).Increasing the equipment cost to $10,000 per customer resulted

in a 13 percent increase in year 20 rates (see SectionT.6). The result expected in

the worst case simulation, with no compound interactions, was therefore an
increase of 90 percent (1.06

*

1.59

* l.l3 = 1.90). Since the worst case simulation

20 yeat rates result showed an increase of 100 percent, the combined effect of
the three variables in this experiment was significantly different from combining
the results of the individual va¡iable simulation runs. The undesirable increases in
yeat 20 rates were amplified an additional 10 percent when adverse values for the
three worst case variables were allowed to interact
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in the same simulation run.

CHAFr|ER

8

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental results discussed in the previous chapter lead to a number of
conclusions

of

relevance

improvement program

to the decisions makers planning such a rural

for Manitoba Telephone

System.

In this

service

chapter, these

conclusions a¡e discussed, and recommendations are presented.

8.1 BASE RUN CONCLUSIONS

The base run simulation, reflecting the most likely values for system variables,
indicated that even though the peak capital invesfment of $207.8 million occuned

in year nine, the increases in rates were greatest after the investrnent peak. Thus,
the percentage increase in rates was greater from year 10 to year 20 (47Vo) than

in the fust

10 year period (34Vo). The overall increase

in rates for the 20

vegf

simulation time was 96 percent.

This 96 percent increase in rates (or approximate doubling of real rates) should be
considered from
requirements

a cautionary perspective. This increase is due mainly to

of funding the

the

single-parry conversion program, since the system

simulation run with no single-party conversion program showed only a 16 percent
100

increase

in rates over rhe 20 yeat simulation time (from 695.22 to $110.35),

due

to growth in the number of customers. During this same time period, however, the
increasingly competitive environment

for the

telecommunications industry is

expected to exert significant upward pressure on local rates (see Section 5.9) as

the subsidies from long-distance revenues are reduced, and local rates are adjusted

to be closer to actual costs. Manitoba is seen to be parricularly vuinerable to local
rate increases

in this adjustment

process

for a number of reasons: (1) local

for ælephone service in Manitoba are among the lowest in

Canada,

ffid

rates

present

indications a¡e for more uniform regulation across Canada (Bill C-41, for example),

(2) Manitoba population is clustered into one u¡ban cenrre (IMinnipeg), which
precludes the generation

of any substantial inter-urban

long-distance revenues

within the province, and (3) settlement payments for long-distance calls which
"pass tlrough" Manitoba are likely to decrease with lower long-distance rates, and

the advent of long-distance competition as well as other alternative methods for
bypassing the existing public network.

8.2 UNCONTROLLABLE VARIABLES

For most of the uncontrollable variables, the experimental results using variable
values within the realistic range did not differ greatly from the base run results.

For population growth, the model was shown to be not parricularly susceptible to

minor differences

in

variable values. The percentage
101

of population growth in

Manitoba has been fairly stable over the last several years (see Section 3.2), and
there have been no indications that this situation

will

change

in the foreseeable

future.

The increase threshold for reaction (INFR) experimental runs showed that even
major changes in the value of this variable caused only very small changes in the
simulation results. For demand elasticity, only major changes in variable values had

a significant effect on experimental results. This variable has been fairly

stable

over the past decade (see Section 3.3), and the gradual trend of the changes has
been

in a direction favourable to the objectives of the rural service improvement

prognrm.

Political pressure, although highly unpredictable in the shorter tern, was shown to

be unlikely to have significant long term effects on the results of this program.
Only very large amounts of sustained poiitical pressure had signifrcant effects on
the simulation results, and the political pressure was eventually counteracted by the
f,rnancial requirements

of the system.

The interest rate variable (INTR) was one of the exceptions to the general minimal

effects conclusion for uncontrollable variables (see Section 7.4). Changes

values

in the

of this variable had significant effects on the experimental results,

particularly

in the area of

especially disturbing

local rates for teiephone service. This conclusion is

in an environment of

increasing interest rates, since

experimentally such increases resulted in unfavourable increases in local telephone

r02

rates. The increases in experimental results were more sensitive

direction; that is,

it

in the upward

was easier for local rates to increase with increased inrcresr

rates, than to decrease with decreased interest rates.

The equipment cost variable represented the other exception to the general minimal
effects conclusion. As discussed in Sections 5.1 and 7.6, though, the value of this

variable may be somewhat controllable through the rapid assessment and early
adoption

of new technologies, or by engineering improvements in the network

design. Equipment cost has therefore been considered a semi-controllable variable.

The experimental results indicated that the peak capital investrnent required was
directly proporrional to equipment costs. The local rates resulting from changes in
equipment costs were not as directly related: with higher costs, the locai rates
increased faster, and reached proportionately higher values, than was the case with

lower equipment costs. This effect was similar to that discussed for increased
interest rates, where the increases

in experimental rates results were also

more

sensitive in the upward di¡ection.

8.3 CONTROLLABLE VARIABLES

The premium service options investigated in experimental simulations demonstrated

that this range of programs was uniformly ineffective
success factors

in

addressing the critical

for single-party conversion (see Section 6.2). This

was especially noticeable

in the area of
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reducing the number

ineffectiveness

of multi-pany

customers to zero. Even when the customer charge for premium service (PSCC)

was reduced to $100 from the base run value

of $515, only 78 percent of

the

multi-party customers were converted by year 20. The peak investment for this
pafüal conversion under the premium service approach was higher than the

base

run amount (8215.47 million compared to $207.8 million), and the resulting year

20 rates were also higher than those in the base run ($207.23 compared

to

$186.81). In order to reduce the number of multi-party customers to zero by year

20 (compared to year 10 for the base run), the resulting peak investment was 30
percent higher than the base run amount, and the resulting year 2O rates were 32
percent higher.

The universal program approach offered results that were generally more positive

than the premium service approach. The conclusions relating to the universal
program approach can be summarized
programs resulted

in higher investrnent

in two statements: (1) shorter duration
peaks than longer duration programs, and

(2) programs which started earlier in the simulation period resulted in lower peak
investrnents than those programs with later starting times.

Since the universal program with seven year duration that was modelled
base run has been

in

the

publicly announced, only a limited amount of decision flexibility

remains. For example, the extension

of the pro$am duration to eight years

may

be publicly justifiable, given extenuating circumstances (such as rising interest
rates). With substantial increases in real interest rates, for example, extension of
the program duration

to 10 years may be acceptable.
r04

8.4 COMBINATIONS OF VAzuABLES

For the worst case scenario (Section 7.9), the combination of unfavourable values

for fractional growth of Manitoba population (MPG), interest rate (fNTR)

and

equipment cost per customer (ECPC) was shown to result in an amplified increase

in rates. This conclusion leads to the possible consideration of selecting different
values

for

controllable variables under adverse conditions

for

uncontrollable

variables. Interest rates have been highlighted as the most likely uncontrollable
variable to have a significantly adverse effect on program results. The extension

of program duration time for the universal program to offset the adverse

of

effects

increased interest rates was discussed above. Another combination approach

(discussed

in

Section 8.2) is to reduce the equipment costs to offset increasing

interest rates.

8.5 RECOMMENDATIONS

The wisdom of the decision to proceed with a universal program (as opposed to
the premium service approach) for single-party conversion has been well-supported

by the results of the experimental simulations using the system model. The longerterm effects of such a program on local rates have not been widely discussed, but

the experimental results clearly indicate substantial increases in local rates.
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The first priority recommended for Manitoba Telephone System in implementing
this rural service improvement program is to reduce the cost of equipment required.

As discussed in Section 5.1, the vaiue used for equipment cost has been extracted
from program announcements and other Manitoba Telephone System statistics. This
value is substantially higher than industry standard values for simila¡ construction
progrÍrms, so cost improvement may be possible through the re-examination of

nefwork engineering alternatives.

In

addition, one new technology that could

possibly be used to lower the equipment cost has also been discussed in Section
5.1.

It would be quite beneficial to expedite the technical evaluation

and field trial

of this system, since the potential savings for the entire single-parry program are
substantial. Such savings would be particularly noticeable
adverse values

in

conjunction with

for other variables. As an example, Figure 23 depicts the rates

resulting from a 30 percent decrease in equipment cost and a 40 percent increase

in

interest rate.

In this case, the local rates after 20 years were only 90 percent

of those in the base run, compared to I2l percent when just the interest rate

was

increased 40 percent. With lower interest rate increases, reduced equipment costs

still resulted in lower long-term rates. For example, a 30 percent reduction in
equipment costs with a 10 percent increase in the interest rate resulted in year 20

local rates 19 percentage points lower than those in the base run.
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Increasing the duration of the universal pro$am in response to adverse vaiues for
uncontrollable variables is recommended as a useful approach toward moderating
the undesirable effects of the uncontrollable adverse values. For example, with an
experimental simulation run using a 40 percent increase

in the interest rate,

the

resulting local rates in year 20 were 21 percent higher than the base run values.

By extending the duration of the universal program to 10 years (from the base run
value of 7 years), the increase

in local rates for year 20 was 17 percent Gigure

24). Of course, the compromise represented by such an extension of the duration

of the universal program was that the conversion of all multi-party customers was
not completed until year 13 (compared to year 10 in the base run). The capitai
invesbnent also peaked later (year 13) at $192.58 miilion (compared to $207.8

million for the

base

expected increase

run). Even for a 10 percent increase in the interest rate, the

in year 20 local

rates was reduced from five percent to four

percent by extending the universal program duration by one year (to eight years).
The resulting peak investment of $202.36 occurred in year 10. Achieving a smailer
(three percent less

in this case) peak investment

becomes more important as the

cost of financing (interest rate) increases. The recommendation, then, is to index
the duration of the universal program to changes in the real interest rate.
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